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PERFORMANCE.
THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS
Glendale Farms topped both the 1 982 Nebraska State Fair
Production Tested Barrow Contest (a.d.g. 2.20,l.e.a. 5.65,
b.f. .60) and Nebraska Simmental Steer Futurity (a.d.g.
4.43, retail value/day of age $3.868, QG Choice, YG 2.0,
r.e.a. 16.9, b.f . .25).
Madison County Champion Live and Car-
cass 
- 
60.880/o lean, .60 backfat, 6.00 loin eye
area
JAMES VOLK family
Battle Creek, NE 68715
4021675-5054
675-4733
Grand Champion FFA Market Hog Exhibited at
142 days of age Reserve Champion also sired
by a Volk boar
GtEllDAtE *
FARMS
MAUREEN
EARMEN'S
EOMMTNTS
Hi! and welcome to the pages of the University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Annual. We
as editors feel the club had a very successful year and hope we have displayed the Block and
Bridle 1982-1983 year in an excellent format. The events of the past year have been fun and
exciting. The University of Nebraska has a unique quality. This quality is the students
themselves who make up the membership of our Block and Bridle Club. A special thank you
to all the members, advisors, and the faculty of the Animal Science department for all the
time, work and effort they have sacrificed to help make Nebraska's Block and Bridle Club a
success for the year.
When we were elected to our positions of Historian and Assistant Historian a feeling of ex-
citment came over us, but that wasn't all. A special feeling of leadership and responsibility
was placed upon us and a great amount of confidence. From this new experience we have
gained a lot and had fun also, for we were working with our friends.
At this time we would like to greatly thank all those who put forth time and effort to sell
ads and help make this annual possible. Now sit back, relax and thumb through the pages of
the University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Annual!
??Vt-"^) lfa"f/ (*",,- il"d,
I
Maureen Kaup
Historian
Carmen Uden
Assistant Historian
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TMBLEM
The Block & Bridle Emblem is significant to club
members. It reprcsents the principles on which this club
is built. Character, sincerity, and a moral life are asked
of members when rhey join and are depicred in the
straight perpendicular,,,of the "B". The distinct curves of
the "B" are symbolisr,, of the social pleasure, mental
energy and determination of members.
The meat block represeat3 the material aspects of our
life.. The bridle stands for"r,tha behavior of Block and
Bridle mem-bers, the controlr'lo,ver ourselves that we try
to maintain, the mannerisms and respect we show to-
ward others, and the way which, 'we treat animals.
PURPOSE
On December 2, 1919, student representatives from
four animal husbandry clubs met in Chicago, Illinois,
and formed the Nationat Block and Bridle Club, the
local clubs bccoming chaptcrs in the new national or-
ganization. Nebraska was a charter chapter along with
Iowa, Kansas. and Missouri. During this meeting the
chaptcrs formed a constitution which included a state-
ment of the clubs objectives. They are (1) To promote
a higher scholasfic standard among students of Animal
Husbandry. (2) To promote animaI husbandry, especially
all phascs. of student animal husbandry work in colleges
and universities, (3) To bring about a closer relationship
among the men and women pursuing some phase of ani-
mal husbandry as a profession.
The Nebraska Chapter of Block and Bridle Club has
experienced a year of meaningful and enjoyable activi-
ties in the interest of Animal Science. This Annual is a
reflection of our growing in the developing of leader-
ship, integrity, scholarship, fellowship, cooperation, and
participation. Through these activities we will grow and
be better able to serve the Animal Science Industry.
Membcrship in the Block and Bridle Club is open to
any student of agriculture, on the college level, who has
a sincere interest in Animal Science.
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JUniversity of
Nebraska
Lincoln
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Animal Science Department
Lincoln, NE 68583-0908
Phone: (402) 472- j5jl
$
Dear Block and tsridle Club Members:
Cclngratulalions are extended to the Block and Bridle Club for another fineyear from all members of the Animal Science staff. The club continues to bethe leader. Your activities iloth nationally and locally are to be commended.In my brief tenure as Interim Head, I have been highiy impressed in the club,sleadership and the willingness to take on tasks.
When one singles out accompiishments, there is always the danger of missingsome of them. Nevertheless, I wish to mention a couple of them. your int.erestand support for the Animal Science Compietion Projeci are especially apprecrated.The compietion project wiil need your conlinued .leadership in 'the years ahead.Also, your leadership anci efforts in the quadrathlon wefe extremely helpful.
As you develop leadership skills through Block and Bridle, you will findthat this experience wiil be valuable in your future endeavors. The animalindustry has sorne tremendous challenges in the years ahead. your training andleadership abilities will be needed more than ever to develop a mofe efficientanimal aqriculture. A.lso, such issues as lhe aninta.t welfare movement will notdisappear and the animal industry will need some creative approaches to answerthem.
As you leave the University of Nebraska, we feel Lhat
experiences have equipped you for readinq our future animal
rndustry will be in qood hands.
your training and
industry. The
')
i
I
j
I
Jay F. Schroeder Scott Langemeier
ITOCK IIID IRIDTT CIUI
MARVEL BAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 68583-0456
Welcome to the University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Club. We hope you enjoy sharing
this years activities with us as you thumb through our annual.
We would like to say that serving as president of the University's largest and most active club
is an honor and privilege. Getting to know and work with each and every member is enlightening
and we hope each of you develop ties that will last a lifetime.
We would like to congratulate the club on another very active and successful year. This con-
gratulations is extended to every officer, committee chairman and most importantly to every
member who took part and time to help themselves and the club. A very special thanks goes to
our advisors Dr. Larry Larson, Dr. Rodger Johnson, and Dr. James Kinder.
We're very appreciative of the special relationship the membership has gained with the entire
Animal Science Department staff and faculty. We realize that they are a motivating force and
very integral part of our repeated success.
Being seniors it's sad to think that our last year of excitement and fun will soon become
memories. We hope this annual has captured most of these memories that mean so much to so
many of us.
We feel a simple good luck is enough said to the club for the future because little needs to be
said between good friends.
Yours truly,,,
f,tt/ 
-/
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Scott Langemeier
President - Spring 1983
R J.\.*-X^-
Jay F. Schroeder
President - Fall 1982
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"It was either l2I or l-l2l'
Ralgro makes reworking your cattle pay. No doubt about it,
reworking cattle takes time and costs money. But a regular
program of reworking and implanting with Ralgro can mean
up to 35 pounds of extra gain per head. lsn't it worth it?
lmplant with Ralgro.
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BAUER RANCH
KRAUSE CATTLE CO.|1a-
rDlbln
HARLAN PETERSEN & SONS
o
LEES OX YOKE RANCH
R8
TRIPLE R INC.
EUGENE MALY & SONS CATTLE CO.
ERWIN DYE
KRIEWALD FARMS
T'1l11r MARY I MEISTER
GARY BADER
5P
 
PETERSEN COMMERCIAL ANGUS
HAVOR & CAROL HEYDEN
JACK DYE
GARR CREEK FARMS
A
D
DAUGHERTY'S ANGUS \tnV\T
-
BRUCE HEYDEN
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TTOCK O TRIDTT .{D1lI$ORS
The 19E2-83 Block and Bridle advisors are (1. to r.): Dr. Jim Kinder, Dr. Larry Larson, and Dr. Rodger Johnson.
How do you think it works?
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Come on, you can do it. Come and get it.
.[nimal FacultyScience
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Front row: (Ieft to right): Ted Doane, Sheep Production; Steve Bartels, Ruminant Nutrition; Larry Larson, Dairy Physiology;
Glenn Froning, Interim Dept. Head; Mary Beck, Avian Physiology; Charles Adams, Meats.
Second row: Ernest Peo, Jr., Swine Nutrition; Xiong, Ruminant Nutrition; John Ward, Beef Nutrition; Murray Danielson,
North Platte Station; Franklin Eldridge, Dairy Production.
Third row: Duane Zimmerman, Swine Physiology; Tom Sullivan, Poultry; Austin Lewis, Swine Nutrition; Roger Mandigo'
Meats; R.B. Warren, Extension Horse Speciatist; Paul Guyer, Extension Beef Specialist; Dennis Brink, Ruminant Nutrition;
Robert Fritschen, Swine Production.
Fourth row: Gordon Dickerson, Genetics; Chris Calkins, Meats; James Gosey, Beef Breeding; Doyle Wolverton, 4'H Exten'
sionl Rodger Johnson, Swine Breeding.
Fifth row: Don Levis, South Central Station; Michael Brumm, Northeast Station; Keith Gilster, Livestock and Swine Produc-
tion; Roger Kittok, Physiology.
Not Pictured: William Alschwede, Dsniel Bigbee, Robert Britton, Philip Cole, Earl Gleaves, James Kinder, Terry Klopfen-
stein, Dwight Loveday, Terry Schrick, Merlyn Nielsen.
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Eraduate
$tudents
K*-
lst Row (left to right); Jaward
Ali, John Spirk, Norm Voyles,
Glenn Aines, Ralph Cleale. 2nd
Row; Abe Turgeon, Doug
Zalesky, Joonho Kim, Auday
Maki, Steve Goll, Mike Day, Kir-
by Smith, Brent Buckly. 3rd
Row; Casey Frye, Abdul Taher,
Gary Asche. 4th Row; Ann Holl-
ingsworth, Stuart Ensor, Collen
Kelly. 5th Row; Julie Koenig,
Larry Hand, Jim Lamkey, Joel
Brendemuhl. 6th Row; Elizabeth
Hawkins, Jack Koph, Dan
Faulkner. 7th Row: Mark Cren-
shaw, Shoji Sasaki, Joe Cren-
shaw. Jeff Firman. Eth Row: Jim
Nelseen, Lee Chiba.
Secretarie s
Seated (left to right); Debbie
Koester, Jane Ossenkop, Diana
Smith, Mary Jacobs, Beth Hon-
nen. Standing; Leo Shandera,
Tammie Virus, Deb Mason,
Cherly Rieck, Kaye Peterson,
Minnie Royal, Lois Botts, Rene
Gellatly. Not Pictured: Brenda
Reckeway, Vicky Kobes, Alice
Teter.
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ANIM.IL SCIENCE DTPARTMTNT tml
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To promote better communications between the Block and Bridle
Club and the Animal Science Department, the Block and Bridle-Animal
Science Liaison Committee was formed. The club's executive committee
selected two members to represent each class. Dr. Froning (Interim
Head), Dr. Larson (Sr. Advisor), the class representatives andthe club's
presidents make up the committee.
The purpose of the committee is to meet as a group to freely discuss
ideas, activities, problems, and questions which come up between
students and the department. Some of the items discussed at this year's
meetings included the Animal Science Facility Completion Project and
curriculum changes. The committee has proved to be an excellent oppor-
tunity for Dr. Omtvedt to get to know Block and Bridle members and
vice versa. Throughout the year the 7 a.m. monthly meetings produced
many interesting ideas and suggestions, despite the early hour.
Front Row (left to right): Todd lbach-Freshman Class; Sharon Kriewald-Senior Class;
Penny Stalnaker-Sophomore Class; Brenda Jespersen-Junior Class.
Second Row (left to right): Doug Barnell-Junior Class; John Langemeier-Student Ad-
visor; Larry Miller-Freshman Class; Scott Langemeier-Second Semester President; Dr.
Glenn Froning-Interim Head.
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the future belongs to
Nutional Junior Herfer Show
to be held June 14-18 in
San Antonio, Texas
Ufr-iei.I3-*i/_\ _z^,., ndAti)ft_l_--./ ()(lt
Ftoom 1OO, Dept. J.R., Livestock Exchange Building
Denver. Colorado 8021 6 303/623-6544
JUNI(OFI Limousin breeders
Junior Limousin breeders in every part of the country are enjoying
success with their Limousin heifers. Each summer, junior Limousin
breeders f rom across the U.S. gather for the toughest and most com-
petitive Limousin female show in the world, the National Junior
Limousin Heifer Show
In addition to the heifer show, many other activities make this an'
nual event one of the most exciting of fered. A state team f itting con-
test, individual f itting and showing, best state display, and classes
for best pair of heifers and best three head from one state highlight
comoetition.
Regional junior Limousin shows are held at the American Royal in
Kansas City, Mo. and in Denver, Colo. during the National Western
Stock Show. Most states have junior Limousin shows at their sum-
mer field days, state fairs and many county fairs offer Limousin
crasses.
Limousin heifers are def initely a solid investment in the future. As
a junior breeder, you can start building your own herd around a junior
heifer project. Or, you can sell your heifers at the end of the show
season at one of the regional or national sales.
North American Limousin Junior Association (NALJA) members
are under 22years old and pay only a $.10 membership fee. NALJA
membership rolls total more than 1,500 enthused and active junior
Limousin breeders. NALJA programs are designed to teach young
breeders the responsibilities and skills necessary to raise and show
cattle. Through NALJA activities, junior cattlemen gain insight and
understanding of the beef industry.
Write today for a list of breeders in your area who can help you get
started in the Limousin business and for vour NALJA membership
application.
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TRUSCOTT IMPLEMENT CO.
N. Hwy. 50, Syracuse, Nebraska 68446
402-269-3456
FORD-CASE-HESSTON
Darrel Krogh
Owner
..THE
Ghangers"
Shorthorns and
Polled Shorthorns
are gaining a new
popularity and can
be the answer to
your crossbreed-Ing pr0gram.
Results of the
Weslern Nebraska
Test Station, for a
three year period,
proved that Short-
horns had the
highest weight per day of age of any British breeds, com-
pared with bulls of other breeds, Shorthorn bulls settled
more cows in a shorter period of time. Add this to superior
mothering ability, feed efficiency, and docile nature, and it
all adds up to more profit.
For more profit, use Shorthorns -"The Changers"-
NEBRASKA SHORTHORN ASSOCIATION
Dick & Wilma Russel, Sect'y Art Bakenhus, Jr., Pres.
t,
R.R. 1, Box 21
Fullerton, NE 68638
Rr. 3
Columbus, NE
ROCKER POLLED SHORTHORNS
"Bulls & Heifers
for Sa/es at
all times"
Duane & Steve Rocker
Rt. 1
Walton, NE 68461
(402) 782-8088
Bronco Sons
farrowed in August, officially weighed, probed,
January. These and others like them will sell in
and photographed in
February and March.
SPF Bronco (a grandson of Capt. I-.lgly). Fall litters
are sired by him, SPF Special, and SPF Big Tine (a
son of Arby Speciai 538197).
SIDF Accredited Since 1958
Guy f,. & Ilave
McHeynolds
H-2, flshlond, llB 68003
A.C. 402/9l{-2398 (Guy) 944-2397 (llove)
Be anrong the satisfied McReynolds customere,
People who think for themselves buy our Hamo
shires. Our hogs are healthy. they [row fast, andthey cut rvell in carcass contests. -in the recent
AK-SAR-BEN Stock Show, ?30 pigs were cut andfigured in the cateass contest, a McReynolds
Hampshire placed fourth in over.all contp"rition.
Our Hampshire ivas the highest rated purebred
among all breeds competing.
Uisit the lnrm soon.
You can be sure with McRevnolds SPF
Accredited Hampehires
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Front Row (left to right): Jim Karrer, Grand Island; Lisa Greve, Wakefield; Sharon Kriewald, North Loup; Judy Evans' Lin-
coln; Maureen Kaup, West Point; Roberta Barr, Liberty; Jan Yolk, Battle Creek; Tim Arkfeld, Battle Creek; Paul Berger,
Spalding.
Second Row (left to right): Terry Acton, Holmesville; Linda VanPelt, Kimball; Mary Meister, West Point; Kathy Hulse,
Wahoo; Mark Ford, Cody; Disne Asmus, Glenvil; Mike Cull, Oakland.
Third Row (left to right): Jeff Mencke, Blair; Dean Thernes, Hooper; Kit Powell, Benkelman; Johna Klug, Maxwell; Jennifer
Uhrig, Hemingford; Brenda Jespersen, Hemingford; Bryan Myers, Lincoln.
Fourth Row (left to right): Doug Barnell, Sutton; Mark Jagels, Davenport; Doug Petersen, North Bend; Pat Murphy,
Franklin; Kerri Musil, Western; Kim Miller, McCook; Melissa Hynes, Harvard; Jenny Lees, Whitney.
Fifth Row (left to right): Mark Nisley, Lincoln; Paul Oltjenbruns, Bloomfield; Julie Scheideler, North Loup; Joan Rippe,
Chester; Rhonda Hineline, Fort Calhoun; Greg lbach, Sumner.
Sixth Row (left to right): Edgar Hatch, Harrison; Scott Andersen, Blair; Norma Harris, North Platte; Brad Holen, Smithfield;
Wesley Dorn, Adams; Mike Krause, Alliance; Brian Katz, Dewitt; Ralph Robinson, Harrison; Liz Schipporieit, Omaha; Terry
Keebler, Sterling; Kevin Haussler, Doniphan.
Seventh Row (left to right): Rod Reynolds, Lexington; Bryan Kinney, Waco; Paul Maly, Weston; Todd Naber, York; Mike
Block, Cozad; Jeff Langemeier, Mead; John Langemeier, Schuyler.
Eighth Row (left to right): Bryan Bechtel, Pretty Prairie KS; Craig Uden, Bruning; Tom Huckfeldt, Gering; Brian DeBrie,
Kearney; Jeffrey Miller, North Bend; "T" Konecky, Wahoo; Scott Garwood, Dakota City; Kendall Schlake, Jansen; Jake
Dye, Alliance; Scott Langemeier, Schuyler.
NOT PICTUR.ED: Kent Andersen, Marc Bauer, Lisa Berry, Rod Beranek, Susan Borgelt, Brain Brandt, Jim Bygland, Bob
Cameron, Jeff Christenson, Jill Clinton, Janice Drudik, Steve Dudley, Bob Duer, Kip Ericson, Annette Fritschen, Rick
Fullner, Cheryl Gerdes, Randy Gerdes, Dale Harvey, Brenda Heyden, Ivan Hongsermeier, Cindy Hotovy, Curt lodence, Jay
Jesske, Theresa Jorgensen, Mark Kliewer, Lisa Krause, Brenda Leisy, Laurie Lewis, Kenny Miller, Kevin Pentz, Tom Pribyl,
Chris Rhynalds, Joel Ringenberg, T.K. Rogers, Jeff Rudolph, Robert Sabata, Willie Scheef, Lee Schroeder, Kent Smith, Pen-
ny Stalnaker, Duane Starkey, Lon Swanson, Lynne Todd, Spencer Yance, Nicolette Vos, Doug Wehrbein, Carla Wieser,
Chuck Woodside. Pat Yeutter.
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1982 -83 TTOCK E IRI!tE INITIITTS
First Semester Initiates
Front Row (left to right): Tracy Adamson, Cody;
Kevin Wittler, Fairbury; Greg Colling; Kevin
Kaup, West Point; Stan Laughlin, Ashland;
Carmen Uden, Bruning.
Second Row: Denise Barnes, Louisville; Echo
Williams, Broken Bow; Jon Swanbom, Gering;
Chris Baum, Elgin; Duane Jennings, Franklin;
Laurie Leonard, Salina, Kansas; Mary Kubik,
Weston.
Third Row: Jennifer Abrahamson, Axtell; Mitch
Williams, North Bend; Don Esch, Spalding; Son-
dra Bartu, Crete; Tanya Bader, Palmer; Deann
Hopkins, Ord; Kris King, Papillion.
Fourth Row: Julie Knoezer, Elwood; Kurt
Borgelt, Wisner; Kent Carder, St. Edward; Annita
Fritschen, Lincoln; Julie Smith, Papillion;
Michelle lcenogle, Unadilla.
Fifth Row: Larry Fear, Sutherland; Carma
Daugherty, Merna; Lori Roberts, Colorado
Springs, Colorado; Kevin Himmelberg,
Lawrence.
Not pictured: Terry Acton, Chuck Baum, Dave Bichlmeier, Kevin Berke, Todd Bridgeman, Gerald Brinkman, Dave Crevan,
Ward Eckloff, Alan Forster, Jim Gotschall, Steve Herbig, Todd lbach, John Keller, Brett Kirch, Stephanier Kisker, Steve
Koenig, Jeff Langemeier, Monty Mamot, John McKeever, Larry Miller, Tim Murphey, Diane Nienhueser, Kirk Olsen, Dan
Olson, Angie Paul, Dan Potter, Kevin Preisendorf, Terry Radke, Dana Rathje, Janet Reece, Brad Rodgers, Robert Sabata,
Dan YanPelt, Chris Yinton, Sue Volkmer, Kip Weber, Tim Wheeler, Brad Wichmann, Daniel Wiedel, Justin Williams, Ruth
Witte. Scott Yonker.
Second Semester Initiates
Front Row (left to right): Betsy Reinhard,
Calloway; LeAnn Zimmerman, Hastings; Sandy
Hotovy, Dwight; Kim Mohr, Butte.
Second Row: Nick Guttinger; Barb Eickhoff,
Omaha; Annette Kassmeier, Fremont; Sandra
Otto, York; Karen Schneider, Cody; Rick Carson,
Arlington.
Third Row: Larry Chapek, Wahoo; Steve
Petersen, Curtis; Gayle Schlake, Cortland; Todd
Newell, Oshkosh; Greg Johnson, Craig; Nick
Weber, Purdum; Jim Slavik, Omaha; Tim
Sullivan, Clay Center; Keith Lund, Sidney.
Not pictured: Michelle Votaw, Holdrege.
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Beatrice Tl Livestock Sales Co.
Cattle sales every Monday
Fdr Pig sales every Tuesday
Hog sale every Wednesday
Clarence Tegtmeier
Jr. Thimm
Delmer Jurgens
Ploinview llotionol Bonk
Ploinview, llebrosko 68769
0shkosh Feed Yord
Custom Coffile Feeding
Everett McCormick
Res. Ph.772-3878
Delbert Nomuth
Res. Ph.7724315
Pt'. (308)772-3237
Oshkosh, Nebrosko 69154
Knobbe Livestock Sales & Commodities
HARRY KNOBBE 
- 
Sales Representatives
Gary Hansen
Gary Kaup
FOR FEEDER CATTLE SALES CALL:
402-372-5464 or
TOLL FREE: 800-642-8496
(IN-STATE WATTS LiNE)
WEST POINT. NE
t6
The Tri County FFA Chapter Salutes Block &
Bridle and Tri County FFA grads: AGS-Lyn
Schuerman, Kyle Spilker, Chris Cammack.
AGR-Lee Waldo, Matt Stokebrand, Mark
Wollenburg. Ag Men-Brian Brandt, Sam
Germer, Rick Damkroger. FH-Kendall Schlake,
Brian Kptz. Fedde-Kerri Musil.
Tri-County FFA
Vocational Agricu ltu re
Growing for America
Spotted & Yorkshire Breeding Stock
Available Year Round
A No-nonsense Breeding Program
Back by an unconditional guarantee
Joy's Genetics
Dunbar, NE
402-873-4406
q ,'-r
, 
,.,4 |,'|j""tn Ag-Products Co'
.r :a ''
Producers of Plastic Planter Plates for
Agriculture; Corn, Sorghum, Soybeans,
Sunflowers, Sugar Beets
CUSTOM FEED LOT
Delayne Loseke, Farm & Ranch Mgr.
Opport. Star Rt. Bos 42
O'Neill, NE 68763
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Barrister Breeding Heifer Sale
Octob er 29, 1 983
Commercial Bull Sale 
- 
March 9' 1984
Pure Bred Bull Sale 
- 
March 10, 1984
Visitors alwaYs welcome to view
cattle and Breeding Program.
^L
-II-
-I--BARRISTER BREEDERS
Harlan Doeschot Jon lmthink
Firth, NE Adams, NE
(402) 791-5794 (402) 7e1-5864
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Fall Semester
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Front Row (left to right): Jennifer Uhrig-Secretary; Jay Schroeder-President; Diane
Asmus-Historian.
Second Row (left to right): Kent Anderson-Assistant Historian; Tony Lesiak-Vice
President; Theresa Konecky-Marshal; Greg lbach-Assistant Marshal; Mark Ford-
Treasurer.
Spring Semester
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Front Row (left to right): Jan Volk-Vice President; Carmen Uden-Assistant Historian;
Maureen Kaup-Historian.
Second Row (left to right): Mary Meister-Assistant Marshall Bob Duer-Marshal; Doug
Barnell-Treasurer; Scott Langemeier-President; Jeff Miller-Program Chairman; Kit
Powell-Secretary.
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l9BZ-1983 TIIECUTIVE COMMITTEE
First Row (left to right: Mary Meister-Second Semester Assistant Marshal; Paul Oltjenbruns-Quadrathalon; Lisa Greve'
Honors Banquet; Sharon Kriewald-Meats Judging Contest, Summer Meetings;
Hulse-Quarter Horse Show; Jan Volk-Ham Sales, Second Semester Vice
Historian, Queen Coronation.
Second Row (left to right): Jim Karrer-State Fair Awards; Linda YanPelt-MAEC; Norma Harris-Refreshments; Jennifer
Uhrig-First Semester Secretary; Brenda Jespersen-First Semester Program Chairperson; Diane Asmus-First Semester
Historian; Carmen Uden-Second Semester Assistant Historian.
Third Row (left to right): Mark Nisley-Beef Show; Ralph Robinson-Beef Show; Rhonda Hineline-Alumni Reunion; Jo Rippe-
Sticker Sales; Melissa Hynes-Kids Day; JR Evans-Photography.
Fourth Row (left to right): Mark Jagels-Beef Show; Brian Katz-Ham Sales; Paul Maly-Little Ak-Sar-Ben; Liz Schipporeit'
Christmas Coffee; Jenny Lees-Quadrathalon; Mike Cull-Quarter Horse Show; Kit Powell'Horse Symposium, Second
Semester Secretary, EastFest.
Fifth Row (left to right): Doug Barnell-Steak Fry, Slave Auction, Second Semester Treasurer; John Langemeier'Animal
Science Completion; Jeff MillCr-Little Ak-Sar-Ben, Second Semester Program Chairman, Slave Auction; Brian DeBrie'
Quarter Horse Show; Craig Uden-Activities Mart, Livestock Judging Contest; Kendall Schlake'Spring Tour; Tim Arkfeld-
Calendar; Jack Dye-Kids bay; Terry Keebler-Livestock Judging Contest; Scott Langemeier-Ham Sales, Second Semester
President.
Not Pictured: Kenny Miller-MAEC; Marc Bauer-Spring Tour; Brenda Heyden-Queen Coronation, Spring Picnic; Chris
Rhynalds-public Relations, EastFest; Annette Fritschen-Publications; Nicolette Vos-Publications; Janice Drudik'Newsletterl
Greg lbach-First Semester Assistant Marshall; Theresa Konecky-First Semester Marshall; Bob Duer-Jackets, Second Semester
Marihall, Slave Auction; Bryan Bechtel-Belt Pins; Jim Bygland-Steak Fry; Jeff Rudolph-Little Ak'Sar'Ben, Jackets; Rod
Beranek-Meats Judging Contest; Cheryl Gerdes-Christmas Coffee; Tony Lesiak-First Semester Vice President; Jay Schroeder-
First Semester President.
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Mark Ford-First Semester Treasurer; Kathy
President; Maureen Kaup-Second Semester
2ffi
AG MEN
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Congrolulotions
BI0CK ond BRIDLE
on onother successful yeor
from
AG MEN Froternity
Greg Scellin
Blue Hill, NE
(402) 756-2120
Tim Schellpeper
Stanton, NE
(4O2) 439-2706
Address' 32tE Storr
Lincoln, Nebr. 68503
Monty Vonasek
Lynch, NE
(402) 569-2675
Bruce Eberle
Sumner, NE
(308) 752-3435
Dallas Kime
Nenzel, NE
(402) 823-4213
Phonet
AG MEN Froternity 
- 
promoting Leodership,
Scholorship, Brotherhood, ond Sociol ond
Economic Adiustment.
Visif us onylime.
4644228
46442n
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Three Drive-ln Facilities
* Free Customer Parking
. Checking and Saving Accounts
* Loans For All Purposes
. Member FDIC
. Deposits lnsured to $100,000
Kearney, Nebraska
M otor B an k N orth 39th and 2nd Ave. Phone 234-2424
Motor Bank South 15lh and 2nd Maln Bank 23rd and 13t Ave.
!Da4rQtEB€bi+'iIE
PROUD (()UIIIRY RADI()
5000 wotts qt 1530
Lincoln's Farm Station
Serving Southeast Nebraska
Invites You To lts
3rd Annual Free Farm Show
KECK
P. O. 8ox 5006
Lincoln, NE 68506
Phone (402) 423-1530
Lt NcoLN FARlrr rxio;s4l
I
FEBRUARY 8
FEBRUARY 9 I
State Fair Agriculture Hall 
ILincoln I
3sr
n'l
Maintain horsePower
your horse can't be at its finest if it has a power-robbing worm infestation. Help
your horse maintain horsepower. Ask your veterinarian about deworming with;A.thelcid" ne,. It gets even the small strongyles many other products miss*!
Anthelcide ECI'"
Brand of oxibendazole NORDEN
a Smthl4l'ne compan!
L nco n Nebraska 68501
Anthelcide trQ' was 97o/o to lOOo/o effective against the major types of
the University of Kentucky. Reported in Modern Veterinary Practice 62
horse worms in extensive tests at
No. 9, 679-682, 1981.
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I TRIBUTE TO
THE BLOCK 8
TRIDLE SENIORS.
They have been
They have been
They have been
TIM ARKFELD _
Battle Creek, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option) Ag Education
Block & Bridle:
Beef Show
Ham Sales
Honor's Banquet
Quadrathalon
Calendar
Participated In:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
Junior Livestock
Judging Team
Dairy Cattle Judging Team
NUFFA
Vice-President
Alpha Tau Alpha
rtr
students
hard workers.
leaders
They have given us new ideas
They have been teachers
But most of all, they have been our friends!
Eongratulations to the Class of 1983!
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DIANE L. ASMUS _
Glenvil, Nebraska
Home Economics Education
Block & Bridle:
Historian
Christmas Coffee
Co-Chairman
Steak Fry
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Kid's Day
Meats Judging Contest
Ham Sales
Quadrathalon
Quarter Horse Show
Spring Picnic
Spring Tour
Regional & National Meetings
Other Activities:
American Home Economics
Association
Home Economics Education
Association
Burr-Fedde
Floor President
CCC
Intramurals
RODNEY BERANEK _
Morse Bluff, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option/Ag Economics
(General Option
Block & Bridle:
Meats Judging Contest
Co-Chairman
Activities Mart Co-Chairman
Beef Show
Ham Sales
Steak Fry
Kid's Day
Scrapbook
Participated in:
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging Contest
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Other Activities:
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Meat Animal Evaluation Team
Alpha Zeta
NUFFA
Junior Simmental Association
Intramurals
ROBERTA BARR _
Liberty, Nebraska
Ag Economics (General OPtion)
Block & Bridle:
Queen
Alumni Reunion Chairman
Liaison
Kid's Day
Beef Show
Steak Fry
Participate in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Spring Tour
National & Summer Meetings
Other Activities:
Alpha Zeta
Ag Econ Club
American Angus Association
NE Junior Angus Association
President
Nebraska Agricultural Youth
Council
Nebraska Department of
Asriculture Intern
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-BRIAN DE BRIE _
Kearney, Nebraska
Animal Science (Business
Option)
Block & Bridle:
Livestock Judging Contest
Co-Chairman
Quarter Horse Show
Co-Chairman
Quadrathalon
Beef Show
Quarter Horse Show
Meats Judging Contest
Ham Sales
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Livestock Judging Contest
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
Basketball Team
Other Activities:
Intramurals
ANNEME FRITSCHEN _
Lincoln, Nebraska
General Agriculture
(Communications Option)
Block & Bridle:
Photography Chairman
Spring Picnic Co-Chairman
Publications Co-Chairman
Kid's Day
Steak Fry
Ham Sales
Halloween
Scrapbook
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben 
-
2nd place Swine Showman
Livestock Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Ag Women Student Host
Intramurals
Ag Communications Review
Committee
CHERYI, A. GERDES _
Wymore, Nebraska
Animal Science (Business
Option)/Ag Economics
(General Option)
Block & Bridle:
Kid's Day Co-Chairman
Spring Picnic Co-Chairman
Christmas Coffee
Co-Chairman
Ham Sales
Quadrathalon
Sticker Sales
Beef Show
Steak Fry
Alumni Dance
Newsletter
MAEC
Participated in:
Spring Tour
Little Ak-Sar-Ben 
-Champion Novice Dairy
Showman
Livestock Judging Contest
Meats Judging Contest
Delegate to National
Meetings
Regional Meetings
Other Activities:
Junior Meats Judging Team
American Junior Polled
Hereford Association
NE Polled Hereford Princess
Intramurals
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LISA GREVE 
-Wakefield, Nebraska
Animal Science
(Production Option)
Block & Bridle:
Annual Co-Editor
Honor's Banuqet Co-Chairman
Delegate to Regional &
National Meetings
Beef Show
Quarter Horse Show
Honor's Banquet
Honoree Selection Committee
Alumni Dance
Meats Judging Contest
Scrapbook
Ham Sales
Christmas Coffee
Activities Mart
Animal Science Reunion
Participated in:
Quadrathalon 
- 
lst
Oral Presentation
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Meats Judging Contest 
- 
lst
Junior Division
Livestock Judging Contest
Spring Tour
Summer Meetings
National Meetings
Regional Meetings
EDGAR N. HATCH _
Harrison, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option)
Block & Bridle:
Livestock Judging Contest
Meats Judging Contest
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Beef Show
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Participated in:
Meats Judging Contest
Quadrathalon 
- 
3rd Written
Exam
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Livestock Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Mortar Board
Alpha Zeta
Treasurer
Junior Livestock Team
Meat Animal Evaluation Team
Burr-Fedde Government
President
Ag Women Student Host
Phi Eta Sigma
Alpha Lambda Delta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Intramurals
RONDA HINELINE 
-Blair, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block & Bridle:
Quadrathalon Co-Chairman
Alumni Reunion Chairman
Christmas Coffee
Co-Chairman
Queen Candidate
Participated in:
Meats Judging Contest
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quadrathalon
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Intramurals
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-THOMAS S. HUCKFELDT _
Gering, Nebraska
Ag Economics,/General
Agriculture
Block & Bridle:
Beef Show
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Ham Sales
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
Sigma Chi
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
NE Junior Angus Association
American Angus Association
Intramurals
JAMES KARRER _
Grand Island, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block & Bridle:
Sticker Sales Chairman
State Fair Awards Chairman
Quadrathalon
Beef Show
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging Contest
Spring Tour
Regional Meetings
Other Activities:
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
UPC
Farmhouse
MAUREEN KAUP _
West Point. Nebraska
Ag Honors
Block & Bridle:
Historian
Queen Coronation Chairman
State Fair Awards Chairman
Christmas Coffee
Co-Chairman
Ham Sales
Kid's Day
Quarter Horse Show
Steak Fry
Scrapbook
Honor's Banquet
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
National Meetings
Meats Judging contest
Quadrathalon
Other Activities:
Alpha Zeta
Junior Meats Judging Team
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BRYAN D. KINNEY 
-Waco, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Optional)
Block & Bridle:
Kid's Day
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Beef Show
Quarter Horse Show
Meats Judging Contest
Spring Picnic
Quadrathalon
Other Activities:
Rodeo Club
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
MICHAEL J. KRAUSE 
-Alliance, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option)/Ag Economics
(General Option)
Block & Bridle:
Livestock judging Contest
Co-Chairman
Animal Science Completion
Project Chairman
Kid's Day
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Participated in:
Meats Judging contest
Livestock Judging Contest
Spring Tour
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quadrathalon
Other Activities:
Alpha Zeta
Ag Forum Committee
Ag Econ Club
Publicity
UPC
Committee on Student Fees
Farmhouse
Business Manager
Maintenance Manager
SHARON KRIEWALD
North Loup, Nebraska
Ag Honors
Block & Bridle:
Historian
Annual Co-Editor
Meats Judging Contest
Co-Chairman
Liaison
Honor's Banquet
Quarter Horse Show
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Christmas Coffee
Queen Candidate
Scrapbook
Alumni Dance
Junior Scholarship Award 
-4th Place Nationals
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Champion Dairy Showman
Reserve Champion
Quadrathalon 
- 
lst Oral
Presentation
2nd and 3rd Overall
Livestock Judging Contest
Meats Judging Contest
Spring Tour
Summer Meetings
Other Activities:
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Team
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Team
Ag Advisory Board
Vice-President
Alpha Zeta
Censor
Pre-Vet Club
Mortar Board
Gamma Sigma Delta
Dorm Government
Ag Women Student Host
Alpha Lambda Delta
Phi Eta Sigma
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SCOTT LANGEMEIER 
-
Schuyler, Nebraska
Ag Honors
Block & Bridle:
President
Program Chairman
Assistant Historian
Assistant Marshall
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Honor's Banquet
Beef Show
Quarter Horse Show
MAEC
Honoree Selection Committee
Liaison
Animal Science Department
Student Review Committee
Participated in:
Quadrathalon 
- 
Champion
Team
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging Contest
Spring Tour
National & Regional Meetings
Basketball Team
JENNYLEES _
Whitney, Nebraska Quarter Horse Show
Animal Science (Production Beef Show
Option) Steak Fry
Other Activities:
Farmhouse
House Critic
Ag Advisory Board
President
Ag Econ Club
Banquet Committee
Chairman
Trip Committee Chairman
Innocent's Society
Treasurer
Alpha Zeta
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
Junior Stock Growers
Model United Nations
Intramurals
Quadrathalon
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Horse Day
Participated in:
Meats Judging contest
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Quadrathalon
Basketball Team
Other Activities:
Intramurals
Block & Bridle:
Quarter Horse Show
Co-Chairman
Quadrathalon Co-Chairman
Animal Science Reunion
I-ittle Ak-Sar-Ben
Kid's Day
Christrnas Coffee
Quadrathalon
MAEC
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Horse Day
Meats Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Health Aide
RHA Judicial Board
Alpha ZeIa
Gamma Sigma Delta
Campus Red Cross
I
PAUL MALY _
Weston, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option)
Block & Bridle:
Livestock Judging Contest
Co-Chairman
Quarter Horse Show
Co-Chairman
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Co-Chairman
Beef Show
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-JEFFREY L. MILLER 
-North Bend, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block & Bridle:
Marshall
Program Chairman
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Beef Show Co-Chairman
Little Ak-sar-Ben
Co-Chairman
Liaison
Beef Show
Quarter Horse Show
Ham Sales
Participated in:
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging Contest
Quadrathalon 
- 
Champion
Team
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
Farmhouse
President
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
Ag Alumni Board
KIT POWELL _
Benkelman, Nebraska
Business Education/General
Agriculture (Minor)
Block & Bridle:
Secretary
Horse Day Co-Chairman
Public Relations Chairman
Eastfest Co-Chairman
Quarter Horse Show
Kid's Day
Honor's Banquet
Honoree Selection
Livestock Judging
Annual
Ham Sales
MAEC
Alumni Dance
Participated in:
National Meetings
Spring Tour
Other Activities:
Phi Beta Lambda
P.E.O.
President
Rodeo Club
Secretary
Program Co-Chairman
Administrative Management
Society
Willard Sorority
RALPH W. ROBINSON _
Harrison. Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option)/Pre-Vet
Block & Bridle:
Beef Show Co-Chairman
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Horse Show
MAEC
Participated in:
Livestock Judging Contest
Committee
Contest
Quadrathalon 
- 
Champion
Team
Meats Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Alpha Zeta
Pre-Vet Club
Gamma Sigma Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging teams
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WILLIESCHEEF 
-Burr, Nebraska
Anirnal Science (Production
Option)
Block & Bridle:
Beef Show
Kid's Day
Ham Sales
Steak Fry
Scrapbook
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Spring Tour
Quadrathalon
Basketball Team
Other Activities:
Intramurals
Horse Barn Crew
American Simmental
Association
LIZABETHSCHIPPOREIT 
-Omaha. Nebraska
Animal Science (Science Option)
Block & Bridle:
Public Relations Co-Chairman
Christmas Coffee
Co-Chairman
Quadrathalon
Kid's Day
Steak Fry
Other Activities:
Pre-Vet Club
CRAIG A. UDEN _
Bruning, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option)
Block & Bridle:
Marshall
Assistant Marshall
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Beef Show Co-Chairman
Activities Mart Co-Chairman
Livestock Judging Contest
Co-Chairman
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Ham Sales
Beef Show
Eastfest
Honor's Banquet
Steak Fry
Kid's Day
Christmas Coffee
Animal Science Completion
Project
Participated in:
Qaudrathalon
Little Ak-Sar-Ben 
-Champion Beef Showman
Spring Tour
Livestock Judging Contest
Meats Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Alpha Gamma Rho
Vice-President
Courtesy Chairman
Scrapbook Chairman
Intramurals
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
American Angus Association
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JENNIFERUHRIG 
-
Hemingford, Nebraska
Ag Economics
Block & Bridle:
Secretary
Princess
Spring Picnic Co-Chairman
Riverboat Co-Chairman
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Steak Fry
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Kid's Day
Meats Judging Contest
Christmas Coffee
Ham Sales
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
Quadrathalon
Spring Picnic
Livestock Judging Contest
Honor's Banquet
Queen Coronation
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben 
-Round Robin Champion
Champion Sheep Showman
Other Activities:
Ag Econ Club
Alpha Zeta
NE Angus Association
President
Queen
Director
Love Memorial Hall
Social Secretary
NE Junior Stock Growers
American Ansus Association
SPENCERVANCE 
-
Red Cloud. Nebraska
Animal Science,/
Ag Education
Block & Bridle
Spring Tour Co-Chairman
Liaison
Ham Sales
Beef Show
Participated in:
Quadrathalon
Meats Judging Contest
Livestock Judging Contest
Other Activities:
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teamd
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
Alpha Gamma Rho
President
JAN VOLK _
Battle Creek, Nebraska
Animal Science (Production
Option)
Block & Bridle:
Vice-President
Secretary
Ham Sales Co-Chairman
Honor's Banquet
Liaison
Quarter Horse Show
Beef Show
Top Ham Sales
Top Ads Sales
Participated in:
Little Ak-Sar-Ben 
-
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Reserve Champion
Quadrathalon 
- 
Champion
Team
Other Activities:
Alpha Zeta
Scribe
Review Chairman
College of Ag Scholarship
Committee
Alpha Lambda Delta
Phi Eta Sigma
Junior & Varsity Livestock
Judging Teams
Junior & Varsity Meats
Judging Teams
September 23, 1982
October 7, 1982
MTETINOS
September 2, 1982 Steak Fry. A short business meeting was held and Animal Science
were introduced.
September 16, 1982 Queen candidates were introduced, regional meeting represen
liere elected, animal science liaison reps were elected.
voting for B & B Queen took place, Little Ak-Sar-Ben people were
formed of the rules.
Club purchased a 35 mm camera'
troduced. Members were urged to
posium at Diamond Head Ranch.
october 21, lgg2 Letter from Dr. Omtvedt's coffee was read. Homecoming Queen,
da Heyden, was congratulated. Results of Regional meetings
reported.
November 4, 1982 The scrapbook is finished being put together, ham sales are begi
the following week.
November 18, 1982
December 2, 1982
December 9, 1982
January 21, 1983
February 3, 1983
February 17, 1983
March 3, 1983
March 17, 1983
March 31, 1983
April 14, 1983
April 28, 1983
National meetings results were read, an ugly shirt contest was held'
Nominations for spring semester officers were held, initiation was
A slave auction was held, election of officers, speaker on animal sci
dept. head search committee.
Elanco pizzafeed, dance after the pizza feed, lots of business to di
A speaker on livestock hedging, top ham salesman were announ
Quadrathlon finals followed a short business meeting'
It was announced that Dick Sorensen is 1983 Honoree. Spring T
Little Ak-Sar-Ben winners were
attend the lst annual Horse
plans announced.
Speaker and slide show on "Nebraska is Agriculture". H
members were selected. Picture dedicated'
Finalization of Quarter horse show, Beef show plans were made.
Initiation and nomination of officers.
Election of officers.
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DATE
August 8-11
September 3-4
September 8
September l8
October I
October 2
October 9
October 22
October 22
November-
December
November I3-I4
December l0
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON
Jim Karrer
Craig Uden
Rhonda Hineline
Paul Maly, Jeff Miller, Jeff Rudolph
Maureen Kaup
Kipp Erickson
Jack Dye, Melissa Hynes
Chris Rhynalds, Kit Powell
Brian Katz, Scott Langemeier, Jan Volk
Mark Ford, Lisa Greve
Cheryl Gerdes, Liz Schipporeit
AETI1IITIES
Jenny Lees, Paul Oltjenbruns
Kenny Miller, Linda VanPelt
Mark Jagels, Mark Nisley, Ralph Robinson
Mike Cull, Brian DeBrie, Kathy Hulse
Terry Keebler, Craig Uden
Brenda Heyden
Lisa Greve
SPRINE
[CTII|ITIES CATENIAR
ACTIVITY
Summer Meetings
State Fair Awards
Activities Mart
Animal Science Reunion
Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Queen Coronation and
Dance
Horse Day
Kid's Day
Eastfest
Ham Sales
National Meetings
Christmas Coffee
Quadrathalon February ll-12
M.A.E.C. March 17-18
Beef Show April 2
Quarter Horse Show April 7-8
Livestock Judging Contest April 16
Spring Picnic April 17
Honors Banquet April22
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FC Mr. Boomerang T1 0P
1981 National Western
Grand Champion Black Chianina Bull at Denver'
Sires toP qualitY show ProsPects'
SEMEN AVAILABLE
Danielle Maronde
RFD 2, Box 46
York, Nebraska 68467
(4O2) 362-2544
Dianne Maronde
Darren Maronde
Three
convenient corners
to bankon...
13th & M Sts
56th & O Sts'
13th & L Sts
jiltillmllfilllllllll
FIR T NATIONA-L BANK
btAUsr coMPANY oF LINCoLN
Member' F.D l'C'
EAST BUTLER
FFA ALUMNI
EAST BUTLER FFA
(BLoCK & BRIDLE
SAY
,,THANKS"
for the support shown bY B&B at
Nebraska State Fair'FFA Division
T.BONE FEEDLOTS, INC.
Phone 402-726'2200 
- 
402-726-2215
Manager, Warren Mitchell
FAIRFIELD, NEBRASKA 68938
Commercial
Cattle Feeding
Grain & Livestock
Hauling
Golden Harvest
Seed
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II]F w
'Iilq4S a.atNE tOUP
LOGAN I sareppr.
II .Apporp
BWNW
CUSTEE
@D
VALI ry
Prc<l uc
ftorltrc
ftduc
ftodrrcLgT'
I FOIr'ILLF
I oluaou
BPON(EN 6OW PMDUCTION
CPEDIT ASSOCANON
-ffitilffi@
TALK
'ro2 bvF*lrtnon a u-
BOM ppoflrloN caEDrT ASstr laTlo+J
535 5 lO 8'Pfr.(P..l W.877.2a61
rc<luclion Crfilit-Arnold W'nSs
lrrchon Cradil lox 726 &dyrllc A84W
Praiuctrbn Crcrtlt -145 N 15 Ord 726'3134
h Lrchon Crrfrt-TtlEc{hcrd @5'?2t5
ftaduchon Cradit As5oc. - Bd 418 Sarqant 52'l " 423,
Future Formers of Anerico
Su pporl ilebrosko's livegtock
r00%
SPF Yorkshires & Spotted Swine
Complete Performance Testing Including
Feed Efficiency and Average Daily Gain
BIERE SWINE, ING.
Dunbar, NE 259-3205 or
873-7494
Roberl E. Knepper, Exec. V.P., Cashier Hany Minor, Vice Pres.
Roberl Yorges, Assistant Cashier.'
Hyannis, Nebfaska Member F.0.1.C. Phone 458-2273
IilSURE THT FUTURE OF YOUR BREED
by Supporting your Junior Breed Associotion
Join rhe
NEBRASKA J U I{IOR AI{GUS ASSOCIATIO}I
Attend the Junior Angus Show & Field Day
June 18 & 19
Slagle Angus Ranch - Sargent, Nebraska
SATURDAY 
- 
JUNE 18
-Judging Contest - Jr. Angus Show
President: Tim Minert
Dunning, NE
68833
SUNDAY 
- 
JUNE 19
-Speakers
Secretary: Cindy Minert
Dunning, NE
68833
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BLOCK E BRIDLT uIINNTRS IN
UNL HOMECOMINE
The first semester initiates for
themselvcs ambitious attd entered
club in the float contest for U
Homecoming Week festivities.'
parade took Place on October 17r
followed the theme "Wouldn't I
Like to be a Husker Too?"
mounted roper Pursued a Kat
State Wildcat to win best Parade
try. The festivities were caPPed
the Hornecoming Queen Coronati
Block and Bridle candidate Bn
Heyden was crowned the 1982 [
Homecoming Queen. This was
first year Block and Bridle 1
ticipated in the I{omecon
festivities at UN[,. WaY to go Bi
members and initiates on a succes
venture.
ii:\*i
N
Block and Bridle candidate Brenda Heyden was crowned the UNL 19E2-E3
Homecoming Queen 
- 
We are proud of you!
ry
iffiffi,ql**
Huskers and Block and Bridle go together Chuck and the Huskers rope the Wildcats.
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.[N .{OTI\IT E YTfiREB
Each year UNL holds an
Activities Mart in the
Ijnion. Members Brian
DeBrie and Carmen
Uden are reviewing the
slide show on display.
One of the main objec-
tives is to recruit new
members and explain to
the campus what B&B is.
Eastfest is an annual
event on the east campus
of the University of
Nebraska. Each year
Block and Bridle spon-
sors a hayrack ride
around the campus.
Jay Schroeder (first
semester president)
presents Dr. Irvin Omt-
vedt with a plaque in
honor of his services as
Head of the Animal
Science Department for
the past several years.
The Block and Bridle
members also had a cof-
fee for lrv before he left
the department.
"Will you sign my pad-
dle?" This was a familiar
tune for the new initiate
members. An annual
event to get officers,
chairpersons and
members to sign before
the big night of initia-
tion.
Pizza Feed Sponsored by ELANCO
A new activity among the club
members was an ugly shirt con-
test. Jack 
- 
your shirt is pretty
uglY.
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Auctioneers
Don Vrana and Gene Sisco269-2221 269-3127
Syracuse, NE
Complete Auction Service
Real Estate, Farm Machinery, Livestock,
Antiques, and Household Goods.
Members of National Auctioneering Assn'
ry rtr|J-
The Carcass Breed
Calves Broke to Lead
Hoof Trimming
Harold Werner
R.F.D. 1
Syracuse, NE 68446
Phone 269'2832
Lincotn ArmY and Western Wear
140 N. 12th street
Quatity Western Wear at Reasonable Prices
Phone 474-3613
Quality Linebred SkiPPer W Horses
Burdette BurkeY
4021761-2421
J.B. BurkeY, D.V.M
4021489-9754
Nebraska 68405( Milford,
BURKEY QUARTERHORSES
G. P. LIMOUSIN
BULLS ANO HEIFERS FOR SALE
MELGIITTINGER
Dunbar. Nebraska 68346
Ph one 2 59-3575
First notronolbonk ond trust
beot,cr: r,ebrosko memocr id c r'rlfrL.t lLr se vce tril'f.
Poland Chinas
For Carcass and Confinement
Sound 
- 
Productive 
- 
Profitable
Poland Chinas Since '1930
Breeding Stock available at all times
Bauer Brothers
Fairbury, NE
Bax 113-R#3
B&B-38
Phone 729-568i
ebraslca
Fatmet
5601 "O'' STREET _ LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68510
Thr- Wsqa7irilP sb
WeLrlrr.aika- Agnicrr0tutw
38
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FARM HOUSE
FRATERNITY
" Buitding Men at the LlniversitY
of Neb raska Since 191 'l "
Farm House FraternitY
Steve Grasz, President
3601 APPIe
Lincotn, Nebraska 68503
(402\ 464-0288
(W
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On October 15 and 16, 19g2. sevenpeople attended the North Central
Regional Conference meetings at Iowa
State University in Ames, Iowa. Lisa
Greve and Mark Ford were elected as
regional delegates for the two day con_
ference.
. 
Following registration, Friclay even_
ing, a mixer was held at a local club.
The conference formally got under_
way Saturday morning with a
breakfast ahd slide show piesented by
Iowa State's Animal Science Depart_
ment. Each Club then presented a
slide show on their chaptei's activities.The group then broke into small
discussion groups and discussed topicsboth relevant to the Animal Science
Industry today and our own Block &Bridle Clubs. Following a tour of
Iowa State's meat lab, a barbecue was
held and a dance concluded the con_
ference. The 1983 Regional Meetings
will be held at Kansas State UniverJ_
ty. Nebraska deregates tour the new meat rab at Iowa state universitv.
RT$IONAI MTTTIN$S
The 1982 National Block anrBridle summer meetings weti
held August 8-l I in conjunctior
with the American Society o
Animal Science meetings at tht
University of Guelph in Ontario
Canada. The Nebraska delesa
tion presented slides of the veir,
activities at the meetines
Members were kept busy witir
bus tour of various horse opera
tions, a trip to Niagra Falls, ani
a barbeque and dance. points ol
interest en route to Canada wen
visits at Notre Dame andMichigan State Universities
Representing the UNL Blocl
and Bridle Club were RoberttBarr, Lisa Greve. Sandl
Johnson, Terry Keebler, Sharol
Kriewald, Jane pauley, and JartVolk, along with advisor Dr
Kinder.
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SUMMTR MTTTIIIII$
It's time for a break during a busy week!
BLOCK T BRIILT
Eighteen energetic Block and Bridle members
attended the sixty-third National Block and Bri-
dle Meeting held in Lousiville, Kentucky,
November 13-l4th, 1982.
Following registration Saturday morning,
members chose either a livestock or horse tour.
The tours ended at Churchill Downs race track
for the afternoon races.
The evening events included the Great Lakes
Rodeo and a dance and mixer for all national
representatives.
After a prayer breakfast held Sunday morn-
ing, annual yearbooks, chapter yearbooks and
activities were judged. A series of speakers,
panels and workshops that were aimed at club in-
volvement and the animal science industry were
given. The University of Nebraska gave a slide
show presentation of chapter activities, and
presented our ideas on fund raising activities,
chapter yearbook and published annual year-
book.
The Nebraska Gang!
In the awards ceremony following the national
meeting, the Nebraska chapter finished first in
published annual yearbook, third in chapter ac-
tivities, and fourth in chapter yearbook. Sharon
Kriewald was named fourth in Junior scholar-
ship.
$0rs TO N.[TIONILS
Load
those
suitcases
guys!
The
look
of
interest.
Enjoying the meetings.
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Hull & Smith Horse Vans, lnc,
Rt. 1
Ashland, NE 68003
Within Nebraska Dial 4021944-3352
Out-of-State Wats #800 1228-4288
"A Service For Horsemen
by Horsemen"
We would like to congratulate the University of
Nebraska Block and Bridle Club on a successful
year and wish them the best of luck in future years.
MERLYN CARLSON
Lodgepole, NE 69149
308-483-5295
CARLSON FEEDLOT, INC.
Chappell, NE 69129
308-874-2501
3-0
Three Bar 0
CARLSON RANCH COMPANY
Lodgepole, NE 69149
308-483-5294
R"d"/*rdsrArE ?*rrA
ROSEIAND, NEERASKA 689/3
TELEPHONE 402 756 6121
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We would like to salute the BLOCK AND BRIDLE
CLUB. its members. and advisors for a tremen-
dous year!
For over ninety years the Geo. A. Hormel & Com-
pany has taken great pride in producing the
highest quality meat products possible for the
consumer.
Geo. A. Hormel & Company is co-sponsor of
Nebraska's largest hog show, the Midwest
Market Hog Show, which will be held on Satur-
day, March 19, 1983, at Fremont, Nebraska.
Geo. A. Hormei & Company buys hogs on a
grade and yield basis to provide the hog producer
a maximum return for their top quality hogs.
Geo. A. Hormel&Co.
P.O. Box 69, Fremont, Nebr. 68025
PORK
LINKS
Put sizzle
in any meal
funo*r,.,.
Q CooroOHem
'l(,
rt)tt/
(.
s
_s
tNilil[flt1iltl
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fiPRIL 29, 1902
T,TVESTOCK JUDGING
CONTEST:
SR. DIVISION
1. Tony Lesiak
2. Scott Langemeier
3. Sharon Kriewald
JR. DIVISION
1. Glenda Tvrdy
2. Renee McKnight
MEATS JUDGING CONTEST:
SR. DIVISION
l. Spencer Vance
2. Allen Hines
3. Jeff Miller
JR. DIVISION
1. Lisa Greve
2. Randy Gerdes
3. Jenny Lees
Lin Jeffres presents Honorary Member Bruce Wendorff
from American Stores a plaque for his service to Block &
Bridle.
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SOPHOMORE ACTIVITIES:
Theresa Konecky
OUTSTANDING INITIATE:
Kendall Schlake
LITTLE AK-SAR-BEN:
SWINE 
- 
Cindy Cammack
SHEEP 
- 
Virginia Gergen
BEEF 
- 
Doug Barnell
DAIRY 
- 
Jay Jesske
HORSE 
- 
Pam Eckland
HONOREE:
Gene Schroeder
HONORARY MEMBERS:
Bruce Wendorf
Gerald Lewis
OUTSTANDING SENIOR:
Jane Pauley
JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP:
Sharon Kriewald
SENIOR WORKHORSE:
Steve Rogers
JUNIOR ACTIVITIES:
LeAnne Winget
Senior Jane Pauley receives a plaque and $200 Savings Bo
for Outstanding Senior. Presented by Keith Gilster.
Awarded the Top Senior Scholar Award, Shelly Mar
receives a certificate and mcdal from I)r. Irv Omtvedt,
U oI N BLOCK & BRIDI-E ANNUAI-. I98:
Brenda Heyden receives the Sophomore Scholar Award
from Dr. Irv Omtvedt.
B&B Inc. #2 (Jay Schroeder, Lin Jeffres & Sandy Johnson)
receive the traveling plaque from Dr. Omtvedt for top
Quadrathalon team.
Steve Rogers (Jolly) and Keith Gilster
examine the plaque Jolly received for
being the Senior Workhorse.
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Tim Kirkland is receiving the Junior Scholar Award from
Dr. Irv Omtvedt.
Livestocking Judging Coach R.B. Warren introduces the
Senior Livestock Judging team.
Dr. Charlie Adams presents Dave Oldfather (left) and Doug Frels (right)
tificates for the Senior Merit Awards.
HUCKFELDT-KREBS
is pleased to supPort the
BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB
contact us for any of your Angus Needs
Annual Bull Sale-First Tuesday in April
Annual Female Sale-First Monday in November
HUCKFELDT-KREBS
Joe Huckfeldt-Eldon Krebs
Gordon. Nebraska 69343
308-282-2479
Visifors Always Welcome
Blayne G. Glissman Family
R.R. #3
Lincoln, NE 68505
402-785-3475
"Visitors Always Welcome"
SimmentalCattle
Suffolk Sheep
wHlPoonwll,l,
FAR}I
289-3363 0R 289-4433
INQUIRES TO: KERRY COOKSLEY
or
DR. BILL KARRER
*We have these fine studs: Easy Thymus-AAA,
Pocket Flower-TB. Noble Lord-TB
Erskine Farms
SPF Registered Landrace Hogs
Permormance Tested-Days to
220 pounds and backfat Probes
For Psuedorabies $ Brucellosis
Free Herd
Noef Erskine 786-2s72
RFD 13 or
Lincoln, NE 68501 786-2370
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Junior
$cholarship
0 utstanding
Senior [ward
Jane Pauley is an Agriculture Honors major
and the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Wilber Pauley of
Harvard, Nebraska.
During her years of membership, Jane served
as Secretary, Historian, Assistant Historian,
President, and Quadrathalon Co-chairman. Jane
was also the Block & Bridle Queen in 1981.
Jane received many awards while in the Block
and Bridle Club including UNL scholarships and
second place in the National Junior Scholarship
Awards at the National Block & Bridle meeting.
Jane's other activities include Junior and
Senior Meats Judging Teams, Ag Advisory
Board, ASUN, Mortar Board, Alpha Zeta, Soil
Science T.A., DuPont Summer Internship, and
intramural sports.
[ward
Sharon Kriewald, an Agriculture Honors ma-jor, was the recipient of the Junior Scholarship
Award. Sharon came to UNL from North Loup,
Nebraska and participated in numerous Block
and Bridle Activities.
As a member, Sharon served as the Historian
and on the Animal Science Liaison Committee.
She was a Queen Candidate and a competitor on
the 2nd place Quadrathalon team. She also tookpart in the Livestock and Meats Judging Con-
tests. Sharon's list of activities continues as she is
a member of Mortar Board, Alpha Zeta, Alpha
Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Societies. She was also on Ag Advisory Board,
Pre-Vet Club and the UNL Meats and Livestock
Judging teams.
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ITOCK T BRIDTE HONORTE EENT SCHROTDEN
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Block & Bridle's 1982 Honoree was Mr. Gene Schroeder of Palisade, Nebraska. Gene, along withl
wife, Madeline, their son, Chuck, and Madeline's son, Fred Kotter, run a registered Hereford operatior
a farm operation, and the Schroeder Gravel Company.
Schroeder attended the University of Nebraska, where he majored in Business and took many Anin
Science Electives. Gene and Madeline Krotter made a start in the registered Hereford business in 1948
partners, with Prince Domino and Helsman Third bloodlines. Since then they have expanded to a larl
quality commerical herd which grows with a motto of Performance and Profit. The Schroeders ha
qualified nine Registered of Merit Feedlot carcass sires under the American Hereford Association
testing program.
Improvement in the cattle industry is an on-going process for the Schroeders. They are experimentir
with embryo transfer and are currently developing a composite breed based on Hereford, Angl
Gelbvieh, and Salers. They are working some racing blood into their working horse program in hopesi
some future track performers.
As a promoter of youth, Gene has been involved with a number of 4-H programs and hosted numero
field days and judging clinics at the ranch. Gene holds a prominent leadership role in the cattle indust
today. He has served the American Hereford Association as President, Vice-President and representi
that association as a member of the Board of Directors of the National Cattleman's Association
1981-1982. During 1981 and 1982 he served as Chairman of the Grading and Inspection Committeel
the N.C.A.
Gene has been awarded several honors which include Top Farmers of America Award of Honc
Southwest Nebraska Conservation Award, Agricultural Builders Award by the McCook Chamberi
Commerce, "Man of the Year in Livestock" given by the Record Stockman, Block and Bridle Honora
Member and Ak-Sar-Ben Agricultural Achievement Award.
Gene Schroeder was presented as the 1982 Block and Bridle Club Honoree at the April 23rd Awal
Banquet.
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HONORTE
A view of the Schroeder Ranch
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ldeas for tomorrow
that make sense today
JONES
NATIONAL BANK
& TRUST CO.
203 South 6th Street, Seward, NE 69434
402-643_3602
Member F.D.l.C.
VANDERTOOK
AUCTION SERVICE
Pqnqmq, Nebrqskq 68419
Don Vanderlook (Panama) 402-7 B8-2it
D ean Lesoing (Hickman) 402-7 92-221
STOCKMAN'S FEED and SUPPI
Complete Line of PURINA
Chows and Health Products
209 South Street
McCook, NE
345-6380
FARRAR AUCTION AND REAL ESTATE
BLAINE A. FARRAR
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker
M ember
State and National Auctioneers Association
Business: 308-367-41 00
Home: 308-367-4450 Curtis, Nebraska 6g025
Banner County Bank
Member FDIC
Your Full Service Bank
Phone (308) 436-5024
P.O. Box 87
Harrisburg, Nebraska 09345
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Earl Henderson
& Sons
Registere d & Commercial Heref ords
35 miles west of Alliance' Nebr'
on 10 Street Road
Fowling Rt. Box 8l
Earl - 308-487-3942
Jack - 308-487-3932 Bill - 308-487-3847
CORNHUSKER INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS, INC.
"See us about trucks 
- 
We know them"
New & Used Parts & Service
3131 Cornhusker HwY
466-8461
Toll Free 800-742-7332
!
lill
See us for Your Real Estale
Needs, Ros., Ferms, Ranches,
Comm. proporty.
Land Mark
Management
& RealtY
1015 B St., SchuYler, NE
Offlce 352'2494
Roland Langemeler'Broker
Duane Clatanofl'Sales Mgr.
Farmers Union
Cooperative ComPanY
GRAI N_FEED_SEED_FERTI LIZER
CH EM ICALS_PROPAN E_OI LS
MEAD, NEBRASKA 68041
PHONE (402) 624-3255
Sutton State Bank
Full Service Bank & Insurance
773-5541
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STATE FAIR
fiWARDS
Each year Block and Bridle supp
the Nebraska 4-H and FFA progl
by presenting awards at the Nebra
State Fair. These awards include
milk and butter fat production,
beef carcass, and FFA outstnd
livestock exhibit.
The dairy award was won byl
Engelman of Jefferson County,
won both trophies for top milk p
duction and top butterfat at thel
Dairy show.
The champion beef carcass al
1982 Nebraska State Fair 4-H X
Show was exhibited by Brad Hibh
Gosper County.
The East Butler FFA Chaptena
the Sweepstakes Trophy for
outstanding livestock exhibit
the FFA portion of the Ne
State Fair.
The Livestock Judging Con-
test was held April 17, with both
a Junior and Senior Division.
This breakdown was determined
by degree of college judging ex-
perience. Over 160 members and
other individuals on campus
competed for ribbons and pla-
ques. The top senior judge,
Tony Lesiak was awarded a gold
watch from the Nebraska Stock
Growers Association. Other
winners in the Senior Division
were 2) Scott Langemeier and 3)
Sharon Kriewald. In the Junior
Division Glenda Tvrdy placed
f irst f ollowed by Renee
McKnight and Shane Prill. The
top Junior team was Burr 2nd
West with members Jeff War-
dyn, Mark Wachal, Jeff Mar-
shall and Matt Meier. Dave
Oldfather and Brian DeBrie
served as chairmen for the con-
test.
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Keith Gilster, Brad Hibbs, Roberta Barr - B&B Queen
TI1ITSTOEK JU!$INO
CONTEST
Members of the Top Team, Matt Meier, Jeff Marshall
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL.
FALL STT.{K FRY
The B & B Club began its year with the annual Fall SteakFry. It was held September 2, 1983 on the lawn of the
Biochemistry & Nutrition Building. This event introduces new
students to B & B and lets returning students reminisce about
their summer activities. co-chairpersons Doug Barnell and Jim
Bygland reported that 300 people were served steak sand-
wiches, baked beans, fruit salads, and iced tea. The delicious
steaks were grilled by the Animal Science Faculty and B & B
advisors.
After everyone's appetite was satisfied, Animal Science
Department Chairman, Dr. Irv Omtvedt welcomed prospective
initiates and returning members. He introduced the Animal
Science Faculty, club advisors and recognized the Animal
Science Scholarship recipients. President, Jay Schroeder, in-
troduced the new officers and Theresa Konecky, Marshal
welcomed the new initiates. A slide show was presented to ex-plain the B & B year's activities.
N
TWK
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WAGONHAMMER RAilCHES!
Breeders of Productive, Predictoble, Procticol
COITIC WiIh TOTAL PERFORMANCE
p,w ATUGUS o CtfAROl,AtS
Use o Wagonhommer f otal Perlormance Bull
f o Advonce Yoar Herdl
The Source
Herd Bulls o Ronge
o Commerciol
Bulls o Registered Femoles
Femoles o Club Colves
WAGONHAMMER RANCHES
Total Performance Cattle
For Today And Tomorrow
Box 548 o Albion. Nebraska 68620
Jrm Woll Owner Lanrorne Halt. Manaqer
402 395 ZtlS la Barlerr. Nebraska 68620
Myron 8enes. sates 3oB 654 3220
402 39s 6962
o sr/tf/Df Eltf At cAfTtE
THE TOTAL PERFORMANCE BRAND I
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PAINTS, SPORTS MODEL OF
THE HORSE WORLD
The best of both models:
Spanish Music
APHA 8150517
Son Overo
Pawnee Bummer
AOHA 1266568
Mexicali Flower
AOHA 1267321
Smooth N Easy
APHA 2600
North Side
AQHA 427763
Heza Smooth Jess
APHA 8050470
Chestnut Tobiano
Both Stallions standing to the Public at Gold Turkey
Ranch 
- 
Denton, Nebr.
"The quality goes in before the color goes on."
Roger L., Jeanette, Michael & Andrew Maas
Box 18 RR 1 Denton, Nebr. 402-797-3645
Quality Mares and Foals Successfully
trained and Shown by the Kassmeier Fami-
ly in 4-H, Open, and Registered Shows.
Gene and Jo Kassmeier & FamilY
Fremont, Nebr. Phone 402-721-2435
Salty Sangria 
- 
1978 Mare
Don Dirks
Auctioneer
&
Real Estate Broker
PHONE 353-4335
BRUNING, NEBRASKA 68322
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Sharon Kreiwald, North Loup, Champion Dairy
Showman, Overall Reserve Showman.
56
Alan Forster, Smithfield, Champion Beef Shownt
Overall Champion Showman.
Cindy Jensen, Lincoln, Champion Horse Showman.
Jeff Langemeier, Mead, Champion Sheep Showman.
Annita l-ritschen, Lincoln, Champion Swine Showman,
tJ of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAI.. 1981i
LIIILT [K-S*{R-BEN lEBz
The Little Ak-Sar-Ben Showmanship Contest was held Friday night, October l, 1982. Once again the
judging pavillion was filled with students, club members, parents, friends and faeulty.
The contest is open to any university student who wants to exhibit his/her skill in showing beef, sheep,
swine, dairy or horses. One week before the show each contestant is supplied, by random, an animal to
train and groom. The individuals are judged on their presentation and grooming of the animal.
Little Ak-Sar-Ben is divided into two parts, "Novice" and "Expert". The "Novice" category includes
those who have never shown that species. The winners in each novice division advance to compete in the
"Expert" division. The winner of each species category then compete in a final Round Robin where the
Grand Champion and Reserve Champion Showmen are chosen from these five individuals"
The Overall Grand Champion was Alan Forster and Overall Reserve Champion was Sharon Kriewald.
Plaques, gold belt buckles, and ribbons were donated by Ak-Sar-Ben and presented by B & B Queen
Roberta Barr. The announcers were Scott Langemeier and Tony Lesiak. Chairmen for the event were
Paul Maly, Jeff Rudolph, and Jeff Miller.
Novice division winners were: Jack Dye, Horse; Tim Arkfield, Dairy; Dave Nielsen, Swine, and Brad
Holen, Beef. Expert division winners were Cindy Jensen, Horse; Jeff Langemeier, Sheep; Sharon
Kriewald, Dairy; Annita Fritschen, Swine; and Alan Forster, Beef.
Judges for the 1982 contest were: Al Gruenes, Colon, Dairy; Gary Kubicek, Hickman, Swine; Chuck
Hennessey, Hickman, Horse; Bob Ahlschwede, Crete, Sheep; and Scott Brady, Loup City, Beef.
We could really mess things up for these guys.
A member trying to advise a member.
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The look of enjoyment.
A new style of showmanship 
- 
showman and animal.
$
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MAXIMILLIAN thc BULL
Janel, Tim, and Chris Weber with the Twins
MAX LIKES PEOPLE . . . MAX WORKS FOR US . . . YOU WILL LIKE MAX
2O5dayweight...840 368 day actual weight off grass . . . 1468
Compare Max or othe_r Pinzgauer progeny for disposition, feed efficiency, gain, carcasses, and calving
ease. Study the MARC Progress Reports or better yet call or see the Roger Wilshusen family; Schuyler,
Nebraska 68661; Phone 402-352-2911; the Jim Weber family; Purdum, Nebraska OgiSZ; phone
308-834-3242; Nick Weber; University of Nebraska; 68588; Phone 402-472-97g\.
AL MAR MAJOR and MAXIMILLIAN aTe both FULLBLOOD AUSTRIAN PINZGAUERS.
You can get their progeny by calling Wilshusens or Webers.
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NEBRASKA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
ANd NEBRASKA PORKETTES
"The Voice ol the Nebrasko Pork producer"
SALUTES THE NEBRASKA
BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB
AND ENCOURAGES THE
CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT
OF FUTURE LEADERS OF
THE ANIMAL INDUSTRY
NAT!ONAL
P0il Pn00|Jcfl$ co|JtHt
I H02t q7i.ttll
7i,t**74
600 Anderson Bldg, Lincoln,llE 6gSOg
VISE'GRIP
LOCKING PLIERS
For nearly 60 years, VISE-GRIP
locking pliers... have been
making hard jobs a whole lot
easier. Whether your need is to
tighten it, loosen it, pull it, cut it,
clamp it, twist it, bend it,
straighten it...or, just plain grab
it...reach for VISE-GRIP
locking pliers.
MEDICINE VALLEY VETERINARY CLINIC
EVERETT L, STENCEL. D,V. M.
DALE M. GROTELUESCHEN. D.V.M.
OWEN L, HENDERSON. D,V.M.
TELEPHONE
308 - 367-8688
WEST SIXTH STREET
BOX127
CUFTIS, NEBFASKA 69025
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A happy group of ladies!
QI,JEEN CORONATION AND ALUMNI DANCE
October 1,1982 marked the date of the Block and Bridle eueenCoronation and annual Alumni Dance. Brenda Heyden of
Newport was crowned Block & Bridle Queen, and Brenda Jesper-
son of Hemingford was named Block & Bridle Princess. First
semester initiates decorated in the East Union, with the theme
"Front Street Hoedown." Over four hundred people attended the
dance. Maureen Kaup served as the Mistress of Ceremonies" The
queen and princess were crowned by Roberta Barr and Jennifer
Uhrig, the 1982 Block and Bridle Queen and Princess.
Brenda Heyden, 21, daughter
Mr. & Mrs. Havor Heyden
Newport, is a junior majorinl
Agriculture Economics. Shei
member of the Ag Econ Cir
Alpha Zeta, Phi Eta Sigr
Farmhouse Little Sister, Altr
Lamda Delta and the UPC Mr
Events Committee. This yeari
served as the chairman for
clubs Spring Picnic.
Brenda Jespersen, 21, daugl
of Mr. & Mrs. Darwin Jesper
of Hemingford, is a jun
maj oring in Agricultl
Economics. She is an i
Senator, on the Ag Advisr
Board, ASUN, and a Fan
house Little Sister. This yean
served as program chairmanl
the club.
Kathy Hulse, 21, daughter[
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Hulse i
Wahoo is a junior majori
Animal Science. She is
member of the Range Ma
ment Club Jr. & Sr. Meats J
ing Team. This year she servfu
as Quarter Horse Co-Chai
Mary Meister, 20, daughter
Mr. & Mrs. William Meistu
West Point, is a junior maj
in General Agriculture. Shei
member of the Women's St
Host Program and Internati
Student Program. This year
served as assistant marshal.
Nicolette Vos, 20, daughter
Mr. Nicholas Vos of L
and Theresa Vos of Stu
Germany, is a junior majori
in Elementary Education. She
a Farmhouse Little Sister and
the ACCENT editor. She
presently the Publicity
man for the club.
1982 Queen Roberta Barr crowns Brenda.
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL.
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Front Row: (Left to Right): Paul Maly, Queen Brenda l{eyden, Princess Brenda Jespersen, Marc Bauer.
Second Row; Kaihy Hulse, Mary Meister, Nicolette Yos.
Third Row: Rod Beranek, Brian DeBrie, John Langemeier.
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lll TNTERNATToNAL HARVESTER
Becklers lmp. Go.
Seward, Nebraska
Valley lrrigation
THE NEBRASKA STATE BANK
P.O. Box 260
OshKosh, NE 69154
Member FDIC
Full Service Bank
COMPLIMENTS OF
CURTIS STATE BANK
CURTIS, NEBRASKA 69025
FLYING D FARMS
Mitchell, Nebraska
Robert Barnwell, Owner
Rt. 3
Gering, Nebraska
(308) 635-3824
Jon Wurdeman, Herdsman
Rt. 2
Mitchell, Nebraska 69357
(308) 623-1283
Home of Quality Angus Seed Stock
Featured Herd Sires:
Baldridge Jackhammer
Ankonian Comet
Baldridge Cracker Jack 312
Dr. Zhivago
Vintage HK
:rl^
ROBINS0N Suffolks & Dorseh
Breeding Stock for Sale at All Times,
Visitors Always Welcome.
Bruce & Gladys Robinson
Bennet, Nebr. 68317
Phone 402-782-6295
:l
-
CROSSBRED
BREEDING GILTS
* Landrace X Yorkshire
* Strict Health and Performance Standards
* Brucellosis Validated and PRV Qualified
* Stock For Sale At All Times
* Limited Number of Berkshires Available
Rocdale Farms InG.
Cfyde Naber . R. #1, Roca, NE 68430 . 4021794.5175
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Portroit of o Greot Sire
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Empry, without knowing his performonce
Whot mokes o greot sire? You con look of ods, sole cotologs, breed
mogozines, etc., ond find pictures of bulls with o listing of their winnings,
yet you often know nothing of thot individuol's performonce or the
performonce of previous generotions. After 20 yeors of performonce testing
our purebred Angus cottle, we know thot "beouty" does not necessurily
relote to performonce quolities.
The some holds true in our purebred SPF Yorkshire hogs ond our flock
of purebred Hompshire sheep 
- 
performonce counts!
Quolity livestock production on our form storts with performonce records.
Structurol soundness ond genetic superiority moke o complete performonce
picture.
BNEED IMPROVEMENT
ff-*t;rh*
BUILOS AETTER BEEF
CAMMACK FARMS
DeWitt, Nebr.6E34l
402/683-341 5
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-tslock & Bridle gives chilclren frorn Lirtcoln a
chance to see and pet farnr animals arutually witlt
an event known as "Kids l)ay". On L)cLolrer
22nd nurnerous kids from Lincrrln elay carr
centers ancl grade schools entered the Judging
Pavillion where they were greeted by baby calves,
a sow and litter, goats, horse, donkey and two
leghorn hens.
Melissa Hynes and Jack Dye headed the ex-
citing day of learing experiences. The kids, both
young and old, appeared to have a fun day with
the animals. Kool-Aide and cookies were served
to the children before they left the farm life.
A big Thank You goes to the Animal Science
Staff for contributing their time, anirnals, and
effort to make it a successful event.
Ktns o*,
What do you want to see next?
Uh, he's s0 cute!
IJ oi.N BLIJLK & fJRIIILE ANNUAL, 1982I
I'll lalc rral guod care of him.
HORST
SYMPOSIUM
Part of the crew.
Listen good guys 
- 
Gilster is talking.
An excellent turnout left no seating room.
Go Kit and Jon 
- 
that takes talent!
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On October 9th the first annual Block and Bridle
Horse Symposium was held at Diamond Head
Ranch at Pleasant Dale, NE. More than 400 people
attended 
- 
exceeding even our expectations. Short
seminars were given on "Preparing and Showing
the Halter Horse", "Developing and Riding the
Western Pleasure F{orse", and a speaker talked on
"IJnsoundness and Health in the Horse", and
"Horse Reproduction and Breeding". Lunch was
catered in by Kentucky Fried Chicken. Tours of the
ranch facilities were given to everyone.
Committee chairmen Kipp Erickson and Kit
Powell expressed their appreciation and urge more
members to become involved with this event next
year. It was a rewarding experience with
knowledgable professionals who were more than
willing to pass on their expertise to interested par-
ticipants.
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From
Alpho Gonmo Sigmo, on Agriculturol Frofernity where Quolity counts.
Alpho Gommo Sigmo Froternity
Matthew J. Keating, President
4001 Holdredge
Lincoln, Nebr. 68503
(4O2) 464-6891
GN$#; %
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Your One Stop Headquarters
6ry- '-*-,rn
I
D.A.D.S.
Phone 402-723-4231
FARMS
Henderson, Nebr. 68371
Home of Purebreds
e
.<^'^
rt|.-fr--tld9:Frrttl\L't
fttE
-{
<.r)
TIMMERMAN & SONS FEEDING CO., INC.
P.O. BOX 367 . SPRINGFIELD, NEBRASKA 68059
SPRINGFIELD, NE 68059
(4O2) 253-2218
INDIANOLA, NE 69034
(3O8) 36/-2221
HOLYOKE, CO 80734
(303) 8s4-246s
STERLING, CO 80751
(303) 522-8668
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Everyone has the Christmas spirit!
EIIRI$TM.1S EOTFTT
The 1982 Christrnas Coffee was held Friday,
December 11, 1983, in the Marvel Baker Hall
Library. Over 200 Animal Science faculty,
graduate students, staff, and B & B members
were treated to a delicious lunch of Hormel Cure
81 ham, cheese, relishes, coffee and punch.
The event was hosted by co*chairpersons
Cheryl Gerdes and Liz Schipporeit.
Save some for me.
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HAM SATTS
Ham Sales was once again the
primary money making project of the
year. Over 22,000 pounds of Hormel
Cure 81 smoked. boneless hams were
sold during November and December.
The club netted $3500.00 and 163
members and initiates participated.
The top five salespersons were: l) Jan
Volk, 2) Jack Dye, 3) Scott
Langemeier, 4) Kit Powell, and 5)
Tony Lesiak. The top three teams con-
sisted of 1) John Keller, Duane
Starkey, and Jan Volk; 2) Denise
Barnes, Jack Dye, and Mark Nisley;
and 3) Scott Langemeier, Laurie
Leonard, Willie Scheef, and Doug
Wehrbein. Mark Jagels was the top
November salesperson, and was also
on the top team, along with Brad
Rodgers, Penny Stalnaker, and Linda
VanPelt.
Hams were presented to Governor
Thone, Little Ak-Sar-Ben judges, and
were served at Christmas Coffee.
The club owes a debt of gratitude to
Dr. Roger Mandigo for his generous
assistance and coordination of this
project" THANK YOU also to the
staff at Loeffel Meat Lab especially to
the Block and Bridle's many
customers!
Jan Volk, the top ham sales person, checks oul
another box.
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Governor Thone is presented the first ham by Co-Chairpersons Jan Volk,
Brian Katz, and Scott Langemeier.
Bob Duer gets another special order ready to go.
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JBB CONTENDER
Over a two-Year Period' "Conten-
o"i; n"t o"enlhown nine times' andii. n"""iueen defeated in class' He
n"O UL"n grand champion four time-s
"nJ 
t"""ru" grand chamPion twtce'
ili"u"t in the history of the breed has
"LLri 
Jon" so muih winning both as
a calf and as a 2-Year'old'
We invite You to examine this great
vounq Chianina sire' His size' musct-
ing, ino structural correctness may
U""'iutt what You need in Your
breeding Program'
BB BUCKSHOT
Shown three times this Year'
"girckinot" has been in the cham-
pil"tniJ titcle every time' Those who
["u" t,i"n him all year tell us he gets
U"tt". as he gets older' and his
iecorO indicates this is true''A-u.k.hot has a faultless pedigree'
[Jino 
"ii"o bY 
Hot Shot out of the
li""i -o"rt" Delight' A maternal
Biotn"r. and sister were calf cham-
"i""t "t tn"ir divisions 
at this year's
hCR tt"tional-the first time one cow
'ni. ptoOu."d three different National
chamPions the same Year'
Semen available
at $15 Per unit'
Rtt"ARD EELbA.€E!TE?'IE EAFME
RANDY BELLAR Owner
Box 649 Wisner. Nebraska 68791
(402) 529-6124 Home (evenrng)
r402) 529 6050 oflice (day)K*.t._*",="*f,,,.,,
(8oo) 375-2388
bl,tn sKr FtRll
P.O. Box 287. Kearney Mrssouri 64060
Sam Barr (81 6) 635-4064
Ken Jacobson, Herdsman
(81 6) 635-5945
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL'
T$anb, sl $fluub Pliuer
1l3,ro! Birtrr, Xrbrasha
Congratulations
BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB
for You fine work in
promoting the livestock industrY
Production Credit Association&v
655 N. Linden Wahoo, NE
DETIEL COUNTY STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEOERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Estabtished ls1s Chappell, Nebraska 69129
The Stcrte Nationo,l Bonk
andTrust ComPong
Wa1.ne, NE 68787' LO2-375-ll3O' Member FDIC
Main Bank 122 Main o Drive-In Bank 10th & Mdn
SCtrrcN [ry@t
Dan Post, Wrangler, Justin, H-Bar-C, Tony Lama'
LEE,Stetson,Longhorn,KARMEN,Comfy'Pioneer'
Texas, ACME, Noflona All Priced Right!!!
Monday thru saturday 9-5 Thursdays 9-9 Phone 362-4881
DON BARR, ProPrietor
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QU,{!RAIHAtoN
The Block and Bridle euadrathalon was held February 11th and 12th. The final round of the quiz bor
was held February tztn ult the regular meeting. The field of contestants consisted of 12 teams with ea
team participating in four events. These included an oral presentation, quiz bowl, written exam andli
practilal. In the oral presentation event each team was allowed an hour of research and a half-houri
'pi.pu.ution before giving their ten minute presentation to the judges. During the quiz bowl event, tr
i.urnr competed agiinst -each other as toss:up questions were asked. The written exam covered anint
breeding, meats nritrition, physiology, poultry, lheep, dairy, swine, beef,. and horses' The lab practic
consisted of ten stations *ireie vari,ous situations were discussed and performed. These situations w0
swine breeding problems, evaluation of dairy sires, saddling a horse and problems and te-chniquesr
reproductio.r. rir. top team, R.B.'s Last Chance consisted of Jan Volk, Ralph Robinson, Jeff Millera
Scott Langemeier. This team represented Nebraska at the Midwest Regional Contest in Chicago t
March 20-22.
Ralph Robinson, Jeff Miller, Scott Langemeier, Jan Volk and the
ever faithful R.B. Warren 
- 
The Winners!
RESULTS
OVERALL
lst R.B.'s Last Chance 
- 
Jan Volk, Ralph Robinson, Jeff
Scott Langemeier.
2ndBrenda's Boys 
- 
Marc Bauer, Greg lbach, John Kube, Jess Miner'
3rd B&B Inc. #3 
- 
Lisa Greve, Sharon Kriewald, Mike Krause, Mike cooper.
Second Place Team 
- 
Jess
Greg Ibach and John Kube.
4th Smart Cookies 
-
son.
5th Buffalo Hunters
Dave Steffen.
QULZ BOWL
1st R.B.'s Last Chance
2nd UN Barn Crew
3rd Brenda's Boys
4th Boar Board
5th Buffalo Hunters
LAB PRACTICAL
lst R.B.'s Last Chance
2nd Brenda's Boys
3rd B&B Inc. #3
4th Buffalo Hunters
5th Smart Cookies
'72
Steve Dudley, Terry Keebler, Mark Jagels, Lon Swan-
- 
Edgar Hatch, Justin Williams, John Hendrickson,
WRITTEN EXAM
lst R.B.'s Last Chance
2nd Brenda's Boys
3rd Buffalo Hunters
4th B&B Inc. #3
5th AGR #l
ORAL PRESENTATION
lst B&B Inc. #3
2nd Smart Cookies
3rd Farmhouse #l
4th UN Barn Crew
5th R.B.'s Last Chance Answer those questions guys,
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL,
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We're proud to announce that
"Anchorman" sired the too sell-
ing and Grand Champion Pen of
Gelbvieh Feeder Calves at the
National Western. Congratula-
tions breeder Arlo Bowen,
Keeline, Wyoming.
We also exhibited the
Reserve Champion Percent-
age Female at the '83 National
Show.
Remember, Anchorman is your fullblook Gelbvieh show sire.
lndicatlon ca orw*e
b e lhv ieh I .T"? "il:".:',"i,':3iiK:i?',li;; K : ;,", k a 68 788
FOR 60 YEARS . . .
An Arkfeld
Waterer...
has all the features to
/NCREASE GA/NS and
PROFITS for LESS COSI.
And. continuous flow feature is avail-
able in all cattle waterer models. Over
30 models available. f rom waterers for
small numbers of animals to large ca-
pacity waterers for larger operations.
Stainless Steel tanks are warranted
not io rust or corrode for 25 years.
Fittings are heavy brass on all models.
) scA[E
Arkfell Mfg. & oistr. co., Inc.
P.O. BOX 54 Norfolk, Nebraska 68701
Phone 4O2137 1 -9430
Arktell has been selling Farm Equipment . . .
Across the nation, f ivJstock follis aqree . . .
Arlfell is the LEADERT
Whether you're a big oper-
ator or a small operator,
ARKFELD has the equip-
ment to meet your needs.
We take pride in building
the finest livestock water-
ers and livestock scales,
along with other livestock
equipment including ARK-
FELD Horse Hay and Grain
Feeders. And, although we
build the finest equipment,
our prices are reasonable.
When you need scales or
waterers, remember our
name-AR KFELD.
You can depend on us.
Ark{elA NARRow MooEL
500 tb. HoG
Dial face r€ads in 'i
pounds and kilograms,
Arkfeld's Narrow-Model 5OO lb. Hog
Scale is ideal for use in confinement
buildings where the aisles and alleys are
narrow. This Narrow-Model is only 2O"
wide, . .allows operator to move scale
through door or alley only 22" wide.
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SIMMENTALSIIII
The fostesl growing breed.-
Performonce is rhe nome of fhe gome.
Write for
Membership
Directory
For memberships write:
lnhn R Rornnron Q,. 
-,,YY'-'.. -ecy
Box 187
Weston, Nebr. 68070
402-642-5698
NEBRASKA
Activities Include
Annual Meeting and Seed Stock Sale,
State Fair Show, Tour, and Club Calf
SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION
Steer Futurity, Bull Test and Sale, Junior Progress Strow' Field
sale. contact one oJ the above directors for more information
Field Day
Jr. Progress
Show
Broken Bow
-
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Marvin Kenteid
Big Springs
* Leonard MackleY
Arnold
Vice-Pres.
Garv Starns
No'in ii.tt" - Xflli.'i11,5"""'
Day
DICK'S WESTERN WEAR
A COMPLETE LINE
OF WESTERN WEAR
BOOTS & RIDING
EQUIPMENT
FEATURING . . . LUCHESE - TONY LAMA
ACME. NACONA BOOTS
BAILEY & RESISTOL HATS
THREE LOCATIONS
OMAHA
DICK'S WESTERN WEAR
1OB & Center Rockbrook Village
11021 Elm
TEKAMAH
DICK'S WESTERN STORE
324 S. 13 Tekamah
NORFOLK
DICK'S WESTERN WEAR
Sunset Plaza
c00KsIEY
HEREFORD
RANCH
ANSEI.MO, NEBRASKA
Reqisfered & Commerciolv 
Heref ords
Hungorion Horces
STEVE, STUART & GEORGE COOKSLEY
TUBING. PIPE. MESH - POSTS. CABLE
ROD - CONTINUOUS FENCE. GATES
FEEDLOT FENCING, INC.
BRUNING, NEBRASKA
1 Mife South and 1Vq Miles West ol Bruning, Nebr.
Caf f Collect 4021353'4455, 353-41 65
Ask lor Fred, or Mary Bruning
TARGEST SIOCK IN THE MIDWEST
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL,
CONGRATULATIONS
BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB
From
ALPHA GAIVIMA RHO
THE AGRICULTURE FRATERNITY
ffi Since 1904v\t
.z,|r!\Y
- rFf
GY;...."'.y\ji,..f:',,.,...M",
We. are pleased. to provide information concerning scholarships, curriculum
and housing to incoming Freshmen.
DROP US A NOTE AT
1430 ldylwild Dr. Lincoln, NE 69503
or
CALL (402) 404-9153 and ask for:
Jim Bygland
or
Randy Klein
Rush-Chairman
Chuck Woodside
President
Mike Herman
Treasurer
BUILDING BETTER MEN
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KnlvoHtAvEK's
lour Heodquorters For Quolity livestock
Champion Performance Steer
1982 lX-SRn-eEN Livestock Show
Duroc, Yorkshire
Simmentol ond
ALLEN D. KRIVOHLAVEK Phone 4021946-2886 DORCHESTER, NEBRASKA 68343
Nebraska Suffolk SheeP
Association
Annual Spring Sale 
- 
MaY 29, 1983
State Fair Giounds 
- 
Lincoln, NE
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NN SeW-ffiKN,&**R
k
a
Grand ChamPion Barrow 1983
National Western Denver, CO
ond Crossbred Swine
Crossbred Cottle
horses . . .
Gooch Feed ilill CorP.
Lincoln, l{ebraska
ret
GOOCH
FEEDS
Oprema
The Feed Of ChamPions
/t)
VOLK FARMS
Smooth Velvet is a smooth polled, black
purebred Simmental bull, sired by Mr.
Clean out of a Bar 5 Axion cow. Smooth
Velvet is outstanding in his performance,
very correct in his type and deep black in
color.
We're very proud of our Smooth Velvet
bull and want to introduce all Simmental
breeders to this powerful young Mr. Clean
son.
John-4021675-5482
V an-4021675-5488
introduces . . .
SMOOTH VELVET M3O6
ASA: 634411 Born 2-20-80
Birth wt.: Weaning wt.: Yearling wt.:
88 lbs. 829 lbs. 1347 lbs.
BAR 5 AXIONi-
voLK cow IK3oo lyqu cow
H109
ABRICOT
SMOOTH VELVET M3O6 ESTIMATED BREEDING VALUES
Growth Maternal
cE-101 W-101
',F_l?3 Y-107
Semen is available from
Volk Farms, price $20.00 per
straw plus shipping and handling.
Also from: Donnell Ag
P.O. Box 1388
Graham, TX 76046
(817) 549-5120
Purebred Hampshires, Yorkshires, Duroes,
Landrace for sale at all times.$VOLK FARMS S
JOHN VOLK & SONS
BATTLE CREEK, NEBRASKA 68715
Mered ith - 4O2l 67 5-548 1
Tim-402/675-5489
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E Jon Angus Farms
Herd Sires
Blackcap Grandeur 397 
- 
Ken Caryl Destiny 9480
O Bardoliermere 671 of VDAR 
- 
Baldridge Cracker Jack 010
Registered Bulls for Sale
John and Eba Votaw & Sons
Wellfleet, NE 69170 Phone (308) 963-4457
Carlos (Bud) Votaw David Votaw 'John Votaw' Jr'
-- 
w"rifl""l, rue Holdrege, NE Wellfleet' NE
ti6ej s6-3-++sa (308) 337-2386 (308) e63-4367
KRAGKE HEREFORDS
QuatitY Herefords with
n Frame D
i Correctn"e,ss J
Dewitt, Nebraska
402-683-5405
MINDEN BEEF CO.
Est. 1914M
CARCASS BEEF & OFFAL
P.O. Box 70 WILLIAM E' MAHAR' Mgr,
MINDEN, NEBRASKA
7^t
'r-.;/
Beat the
+ Comfortable,
portable
+ Built-in Powered {iltration
svstem, removes dust
fiom the air before
breathing.
+ Vtsor Prevents dust {rom
getting into face and eYes.
+ Rechargeable batterY
pack. Vehicle Power
adapter available
+ Working in all
livestock dust
dust.
+ Removes spores, molos
& oarticles that cause
allergies, asthma, irrita-
tion, reactions & tarmer's
lung disease.
+ Excellent for swathing,
combintng, & cleantng
grain bins.
+ OSHA apProved
FARMERS:
Dust with an AIRSTREAM
Anti-Dust Helmet
lightweight,
types of
& grain
DON CRISWELL FARM SUPPLY
RR 2 Box 54
Oshkosh, NE 69154
Ph.30B-874-3370
KnausE CATTLE Co
n
Victor Krause V Howard K
E.H. Krause
22 miles northeast of
Alliance, NE
GREEN ACRE
ANIMAL CLINI
WAHOO, NE
U Of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL,
llfiGattle Gompanu
KEARNEY, NEB. 68847
Kent & Kerry Jorgensen
(308) 234-3347
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THT ZBth ANNUAT BTB
There were approximaterv :,s!-f^au^ l -*o cutti'g e'tries."on 
hancl for the 2-gth Annuar Block & Bridle club 
AQHI
NCHA, Qr{AN, CHAN, & wscHA uoorou"Jd'-ilri.inors"to"*',tiid "oi{i 8: 
tl y1t ut tt" stutt F'airgrounds coliseur
in Lincorn. Starring ur!]ot u."'i frrrrr'ouv rriiing with llrlrel& 
ri,o**un,t'ip rlu"r'' i"?"v"*trt pttr"tmantt events aftt
,"Hr,Jffi"i,r,,;?ilil,y. t#1.,-:.il"*::jliil-i'*';:ilfiTtri3*ilift"itt?;Tj:iiffi,:"s''j'iil;'"g' ca'Ir 
ropin
"t;,#;J;T,1*.*Ti;:"i;l*x:6,:;l*lilHyJ,'itlJ":'i'.llJ'll ""o reining 
horse trainer rrom Aurora' colorad
Kenneth Jackson or caiatia, 
'rinois, 
urro u i.?i,ii,^lu,ieed-the ,i. r(i:rie "^a cuaN""pptnu"i tutting 
classes Thursda
night. 
"::.-:"^:-" .."-.",",,rn of the trophy sacidle to the All-Around 
horse' A stallion named countrv 0a
'"Th; highlight of the show was the presenta
Star took the honors ,t irl.ur. He is owned d;";;'dl;;i;ib;k 
s,", srrJi.""' Alberta' iunuau' and shown bv Kent & 
Lini
say Martin.
A big thank you goes to trophy saddre sponsors 
Dwayne Lewis, Kearney, NE, Jinr crawford' 
Lexington' NE' and the U*
Block & Bridle club,"".J i" "il'"r tn. p"opii"*tto 
tpo"tored classes for the show'
1e82 stallions 1e80 Mares Youth showmanship (13 & under) ll*i-lll'l"' 1""'I?1J;"Xiitnt ;#'ffil::JiTffit
:#:y,[,,*" N.,o*,lui',l,,in,,, suww $i::J*l,l-"-e 
Agencv' Inc Ti:,ff:i,l ,*t;;iil Lincorn' NE
1981 Sta'ions t98z Getdings yourh Showmanship 
(14'18) ln'd Ttll,'-^. Youth !\lestern Biding T?lilL,'titjJ"t ***
soucie 0uarrer Horses L**rn-l'rv uno western 
wear n,-'"" ir"'i" Horse Farm Hiward Pitzer Ttl'r:ti? e u"n'uu' nr
uprand, NE t.r*i,I, t'ir'' 
"'- ' 6rand lsland' NE u'":': *: 
:eni'r cuuins Juni'r cuuins
1e80 stailions )l-.'J,,,::"1'r,"n,, r,,*, ;i,';h:re[ffi-, ilorse Farm l:l'xHlff"t" il;0uarteiHorses 
vanc€ 0uarter Horse
winings o.,ane, Ho,se, [,llrr, *, Grand rsrand, NE Lincoln, NE 
Albion' NE Inavale' NE
Amelia, NE uu,,ovo, NE 
Li d t a u' n' 
youth pole Benrlrng leam Roping (Heelers) Aged Geldings
1982 Mares 1980 Getdinss 
youth Mares lt'*t\:::it'"'"' il';no-'sunoy utton Whipoorwill 
tarms
p,g, r,opt'v shop '""'*iiiil]ll"''*** 'lio']* t'**n t' H:'[T'[t il;;"; il Erkhorn' NE
Lincoln, NE -,..-oln, NE Lincoln, 
NE -r^,_u 
*"*". ,,rrr*, youth western 
pleasure Youth western HotsemaN
1e81 Mares ,lTl H',illl,"rsemanshp ;::fl.ilt1i:11" ::'-" 'tti I iili{i:":::" ;it*il; il:.lli ru.o,n G,**'1'l,ri' iq'r" s'pprv 
"1]: -1t:1'l iliTii,l"*'ii,liii o*,"' Lrovd and Naomi Geweke ii**, ri ' grd, NE
0maha, NE ;il:*:iiu n'iJfil'il:'Hearth 
Division 
'rd, 
NE
)-ffiffiF_ wl;*-.
Mary Meister gets Bill Wilkin's name
and PHONE NO'
80
Things look pretty busy at the announcer's 
desk during the show'
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLF' ANNUAL' I
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This years All-Around Horse honors went to Country Oak Star, owned by Country Oak Star Syndicate, Alberta, Canada. At
the head are exhibitors Kent and Lindsay Martin. From right is Co-Chairman Mike Cull, B&B Queen Brenda Heyden, Judge
Lance Milligan, & Co-Chairmen Kathy Hulse & Brian DeBrie.
f-l
'm
WN
N
Paul Berger, Jack Dye, and Terry Maul, get a birds eye view of the calf
roping.
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Our judge f,ance Milligan and Ringman Tony
Lesiak had their hands full.
8l
)
PIPER
One stop for all personal and business aircrafl ne€ds.
New & used Pip€r airplanes. Complete services, lease,
purchase, rental and air charter.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Authorized Dealer
Lincoln Aire, Inc.
Municipal Airport
402t475-6000
Lincoln, NE 68521
NUTRITION SPECIALTIES
Box 247
WEST POINT, NEBRASKA 68788
MANUFACTURERS OF
"PRO-MlX"
BASE MIXES, VITAMIN PREMIXES,
ANTIBIOTICS, MICRO NUTRIENTS
402-372-2428
D. ?l/iaa e Satcu
HOLDREGE. NEBRASKA 68949
Holdrege, Nebraska 68949
FOR SALE . . . . . . 30 OPEN & BRED FEMALES . . .
. . . HERD SIRE PROSPECTS . . . COMMERCIAL BULLS . . .
4.H & F.F.A. BREEDING I-IEIFERS
Performance Testing 19 Years Calving Ease . . . Growthy . . . Top Quality . . .
Herd Sires;
"Expection and Avignon Star"
"Sam and Pauls Perfection"
Phone: 308/995-551 5
Ragan: 3081567-2288
9 miles South, 3 miles East,
Vz mile North and Holdrege
Stangle Herefords
Registered and Commercial
West Rt Box 19
Marsland, NE 69354
Phone 308-635-0193
NEW SIRE: ABC Class: c1224
On the show circuit August 1983
Semen for Sale
Bulls and Heifers for sale Fall 1983
Look to the eagle...
A tradition of strengtll
#
f, IRTs.gE9, jJ.nL*#g+Y!,1f 9.;
Paying the highest rates on savings for more than 50 years.
Accounts guaranteed to $30,000 by the Nebraska Depository
Institution Guaranty Corporation
82 U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL,
BEATRICE ANIMAL HOSPITAL
2l0t NOTTH 6rtt STREET
EEATTICE, NE 6t3IO
$2n23-2322
DR, R. G. BAXA DR. J. D. McCUBB|N
DR. O. R, HERMESCH
ROYAL BROS.
SPF
Hampshires
Palmyra, NE 68418
402-780-5754
Thank You
Advertisers
for your
Continued Support
t,
fJ?tD f LAD t
17 wlluvrf ELEVATORS, lNC.
Room 207- :-Tribune Building-:-Phone l4f.2l 463-2446
Mailing Addrecs: P. O. Box ll07
HASTINGS. NEBRASKA, 6890I
AYR COWLES MURIELPAULINE ROSELAND ROSEMONT
WILSONVILLE
l''
NEIDIG FARM & TRAILER
-N= TRIGGS
Custom Horse & Specialty Trailers from
Featherlite, Triggs & Big Valley
also stock, flatbed & utility trailers, livestock equipment.
7+ S; 1 E; % S of Battle Creek
Route 1
BATTLE CREEK, NE 68715
VAN H. NEIDIG
BUS: 402 675-8455
RES: 402 675-4185
FEATHERLITE
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BIO RED
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Champion Junior Showman award being presented to Troy
Wehrbein.
The crowd's favorite!
Bob Cheney is shown receiving his banner for Champion Market
Steer.
84
Champion Senior Showman award being presented
to Jason Berg.
The tenth Annual Big Red Beef Show
held on Saturday, April 2nd, at
Nebraska State Fairgrounds open class
barn. The show included 232 entries and I
exhibitors.
This year the Nebraska Junior Sho
Association held their show in conjunct
with the Big Red Beef Show. They had
entries and 13 exhibitors.
Professor R. B. Warren, from t
Univerity of Nebraska, was the distingui
ed judge of the show.
Awards were presented to the winners
Market heifer, British Breed steer,
Market steer. Breeding heifers also recei
awards and were judged in six major di
sions including Angus, Hereford, Ch
Shorthorn, Simmental, and Comm
classes. Divisions of Showmanship
Senior, Intermediate, and Junior, with fi
place showmen receiving trophY
buckles, second place showsticks, and thi
place brushes.
Co-chairman of this years Big Red
Show were Mark Jagels, Mark NisleY, a
Ralph Robinson.
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL, 1982
BETF SHOlII
Mike Roeber is shown receiving his banner for Champion
Market Heifer.
Race for the roses!
Champiow Intermediate Showman award being presented to
Rick Frenzen.
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The distinguished R. B. Warren is talking things over
with a concerned showman's father.
ILOCK and IRIDLI
THINKS THT FOLTOWINE SPONSORS:
Mike Dugdale, Omaha, NE
Fosler Simmentals, Milford, NE
Meister Simmentals, West Point, NE
Nebraska Junior Angus Association
Bent Spear Cattle Co., Ansley, NE
Rocker Brothers, Seward, NE
Nebraska Shorthorn Association
Benes Cattle Company, Valparaiso, NE
Wagon Wheel Charolais, Holdrege, NE
Exeter Feeders and Breeders, Friend, NE
Richard Brothers Simmentals, Grafton, NE
Black Top Angus, Beemer, NE
Security National Bank, Laurel, NE
Hartman Cattle Company, Tecumseh, NE
Vance Jeffres and Sons, Burwell, NE
Indication Gelbvieh, West Point, NE
Domeir Farms, Sutton, NE
Nebraska Junior Hereford Association
Nebraska Junior Polled Hereford Association
Petersen Commercial Angus, Curtis, NE
Upstream Hereford Ranch, Taylor, NE
Weston Efevator
Weston, Nebr.
642-5965
NEBRASKA STATE BAN
Western, Nebraska 6g464
433-2601
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Registered euarter Horses
_,cf1ii,v "]:.'.TJ"X'#;!' tlWft\:t\ vd('i*=-" A
':rr REYNOLDS, lNC. U
Home of Zippo pine Bar
Route 2, Box 101
Lexington, NE 69850
Phone 308-324-4643 Norman, Rod
Phone 308-324-5758 Larrv
THE BRIGHTEST NEW STAR IN HEREFORDOM
6th Annual
Production
Sale
at the ranch
Nov. 1Oth
Selling Our
Top Performing
Bulls Plus
50 good
Bred Heifers
FH Big Domino g7g 
- 
,,packer"
205 day_wt.742 rbs. 365 day adj. wt. 1120 rbs. Frame 7.2Yr'^Y'-as pictured 2210 lbs., 59 in. tall, scrotar cii'c. 42.s cm. preseni pasture conditionwt' 2360 lbs', 60 in' tall, frame 7. A big,yellow curley haired genetic p"ir.ug"- n oig, h'ighperforming, fertile Hereford bull couldoe the best 6ull tor yiu on 
"riv 
.ow. Come take alook; you are always welcome.
Alfred, Ferrall, Vaughn & Brent Meeks
308-942-5885 or 308-942-8355
Upstream Ranch
Taylor,'NE 68879
Todd's Landmark Farms, Inc.
Registered Angus Catile
"Performance since 1956"
Bulls and females for sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Todd & Familv
Brunswick, NE 69720
(402) 842_3696
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Nebraska Registered Sheep Breeders
Top of the Flock Sale
AUGUST6, 1983 AUGUST 4,1984
Board of Directors:
RoberrAhtschwede, Crete Congratulations
Harry Hart, Cozad
Alan Kjetdgaard, Tekamah BIOCk
David Bridges, Bruning #,??"
Don Mcclure, wahoo Members
Judith Campbell, Beaver City
Secretary:
Ted Doane
U of N-L
Furby 0uarterhorses
Stand ing
Tinky Bandit
_Srre Might Tink (AeHA Champ)tjeatle Wind-Srre Beaile Win l'supreme ehamo)Pesky's Buck Bar_sir" er"r J B] i"""j'in"i]o ooof
POLLED HEREFORD CATTLE
Albion, NE68620 Mel, Donna & Kathy(4021_678_2419
Farnam Bank
and
fnsurance Agency
Farnam, NE
UofNBLt iIDLE ANNUAL, I982-83
SR. LII|ESTOEK JUDBINO TTAM
(Left to Right) Interim Dept. Head Glenn Froning, Ralph Robinson, Sharon Kriewald, Bryan Kinney, Brian Brandt, Sper
Vance, Scott Langemeier, Craig Uden, Mike Cooper, Jeffrey Miller, Bryan Bechtel, Tony Lesiak, Lyn Shuerman, JanV
Tom Huckfeldt. R. B. Warren-Coach.
Cattle 2nd
(Kriewald 7th, Lesiak llth)
Sheep 3rd
(Kriewald & Vance 6th)
MID-SOUTH FAIR
2nd and 7th out of 2E teams
Cattle 2nd & 9th (Vance lst, Spencer Vance 929 (7th Indv) Scott Langemeier
Kriewald 2nd, Langemeier lOth) Tony Lesiak 927 (9th Indvj Brian Brandt
S_heep 2nd & l5th (Miller 6th) Sharon Kriewald lta it+ tnav;' Mike cooperHogs 5th & 7th Jeff Miller 915 (l9th Indv) Ratph Robinson
Reasons 2nd & 3rd (Vance 3rd, Jan Volk 910 (23rd Indv)
Miller 4th, Lesiak 7th) Bryan Bechtel g}i.
AMERICAN ROYAL
Sth out of 21 teams
902
900
887
885
Horses 8th (Lesiak l lth) Spencer Vance gZ3
Hogs l8th Scott Langemeier 916
Reasons 5th (Vance llth) Tony Lesiak gl4
Sharon Kriewald 942 (3rd Indv) Jeff Miller 885
NORTH AMERICAN LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION
12th out of 39 teams
Beef l0th (Vance 5th) Spencer Vance 913 (23 Indv) Scott Langemeier gg7
Swine l6th (Langemeier l0th) Tony Lesiak g93 Jeff Millei g4j
Sharon Kriewald 893
WORLD AQHA HORSE JUDGING CONTEST
7th and 21st out of 24 teams
Halter 3rd & 21st (Lesiak 2nd) Tony Lesiak 711 (lst Indv) Ralph Robinson 624Performance l6th & 19th Bryan Bechtel 660 Tom Huckfeldr 615(Lesiak 5th) Sharon Kriewald 654 Bryan Kinney 612
Reasons 4th & 2lst (Lesiak lst) craig Uden 640 Brian Brandi ssa
Lyn Schuerman 626
NATIONAL WESTERN 
- 
2nd out of 27 teams
FORT WORTH 
- 
1lth out of 16 teams
MAEC 
- 
3rd out of 2l teams
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL. I
IR. LMSI0EK JU!HN0 IE,[M
Back Row: Scott Anderson, Jeff Mencke, Terry Maul, Tom Anderson, Tom Shires, Justin Williams, Marc Bauer; MiddleRow: Dwight Loveday-MAEC Cgach, Doug Magill, Mark Ford, Mike Sindt, Greg Crawford, R. B. Warren-Coaci,r; Front
Row: Paul Berger, Tim Arkfeld, Bryce Ritz.
Beef 8th (Sindt l2th)
Swine l5th (Shires 50th)
Sheep lOth (Sindt 6th)
Horses 2l st
Arkfeld 986
sindt 974
Maul972
Menke 966
Shires 959
Market Ani. Div. Meat Evaluation
6th out of 22 8th out of 22
lTth Ritz 10th Mencke
24th Mencke 39th Sindt
30th Maul 46th Ritz
46th Bauer 50th Maul
NATIONAL WESTERN
14th out of 26 teams
Reasons 13th
Placing lTth
sindt 867 (35th Indiv.)
Ritz 856
SIOUX EMPIRE FARM SHOW CONTEST
6th, 10th, and llth out of 12 teams
Beef 2nd, 3rd, & 9th (Arkfeld lst, Maul 8th, Berger l0th)
Swine 10th, llth, & l2th
Sheep lst, 7th, lzth (Sindt 2nd, Ritz 5th, Schlake 7th)
Reasons 3rd,7th, llth (Maul 4th, Sindt 6th)
Breeding
4th out oI 22
llth Ritz
l2th Maul
l8th Shires
23rd Sindt
Schlake 844
Berger 830
Shires 828
Berger 894
S. Anderson 887
Williams 883
Crawford 877
T. Anderson 860
Overall-
9th Ritz
lOth Mencke
l5th Maul
26th Sindt
tl
Schlake 958
Ritz 953
Magill934
Bauer 903
Ford 900
MEAT ANIMAL EVALUATION CONTEST
4th out of 22 teams
U of N BL ;1,!-'. * il{iIDLE ANNUAL, 1982-83
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L/ t co is your assurance of quatity 
{t"
Facts that assure quality-
* 13 years on farm production testing.
* 13 seasons using top A.l. Simmental sires.
* 8 years testing bulls in Central bull test Stations.
* 8 years testing steers in Central carcass competition.
Female Production Sale
Dec.3, 1983
Production Tested Bull Sale
March, 1984
Held Jointly with Ken Kube
JULIAN CANADAY
BLOOMFIELD, NE 68718
402-373-4482
vJSITOFS WELCOME
HERD SIRES
Master 9189 0f ldeal 7259
Calved 2-22-79 Tattoo 9199
Sire: Eileenmere Masterpiece JAO 8989782
Dam: Super Strain 76 of 602 9079419
Windae Warrant 0014
Calved 4-20-80 Tattoo 0014
Sire: Sir Wms Warrant 9196894
Dam: Miss Blackcao GV 48G 8707110
Mon Reposa Sentry
Calved 4-18-77 Tattoo 3507
Sire: Mon Reposa King 904 6465229
Dam: Mon Reposa Chella 817 6105942
Sid Beck-Herdsman Delbeft HafmOn - Ownef
Trumbull, Nebr. 68980 Trumbull, Nebr. 68980
Phone 402-744-2831 Phone 402-744-2021
We feature an excellent ALL
POLLED group of herdsires in-
cluding
* Ted 48-K
an Alpine Polled Proto son
* Polled Norseman
a Bar 5 Constructor son
* VDV Polled Viking
a Polled Urspring son
Memhr
SCHNEIDER RANCH CO.
TOP QUALITY CROSSBREDS
Lloyd & Jerry
South Route
Cody, NE 6921 1
(402) 823-4335
(402) 823-4255
for
The Cattleman
ano
The Showman
f--El-., cHERRY couNrY
'-l \ ,,CATTLE COUNTRY U.S.A."
Circ
L---r---1t--+
@/l
\t,
le Five Cattle Co.
Custom Cattle Feeding
MATIE
JORGENSEN AG SALNS, INC.
ULYSSES. NN 6A669(.toz) 549.2 t58
Fairbanks-Morris Pumps
Gooch Feeds Sales & Service
Custom Application Full Line Liquid Fertilizer
Western Land Roller Pumps Anhydrous Ammonia
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D.IIRY CATTLE JUDIING IEAMS
Back Row: (Left to Right) Kendall Schlake, Franklin Eldridge-Coach.
Front Row: (Left to Right) Hope Hedrick, Theresa Konecky.
$ac& Row: (Left to Right) Renick Martin, Franklin Eldridge-Coach,
Jolie Ka:i.:;:
Frora{ F{:. ,: {Left to Right) Janick Drudik, Hope Hedrick
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NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
DAIRY CATTLE JUDGING
CONTEST
Overall 
- 
21st of 34 teams
Reasons 
- 
18th
Ayrshire 
- 
lst
Brown Swiss 
- 
14th
Individuals
John Kube, Renick Martin
9th (tied) 
- 
Ayrshire
John Kube
29th 
- 
Brown Swiss
Hope Hedrick
29th 
- 
Ayrshire
3lst 
- 
Brown Swiss
MIDWEST
INTERCOLLEGIATE DAIRY
CATTLE JUDGING CONTEST
Overall 
- 
l2th of 16 teams
Reasons 
- 
llth
Ayrshire 
- 
5th
Guernsey 
- 
7th
Individuals
Hope Hedrick
9th 
- 
Brown Swiss
18th 
- 
Overall
Theresa Konecky
l0th 
- 
Avrshire
9t
IrI-
SR. ME,[IS JUDEINI It,{M
(Left to Right) Interim Dept. Head Glenn Froning, I,ee Schroeder, Paul
Marc Bauei. Jeff Mencke, .lottn Langemeier, Terry Maul, Asst' Coach
Bygland, Kathy Hulse, Jim Karrer, Head Cooch Dwight Loveday'
Berger, Brenda Jespersen, Tom Shires,-Todd Clark,
Bill-schneider, Doug Barnell, Justin Williams, Jim
859
855
852
845
843
834
832
IOWA STATE MEATS CONTEST
2nd out of 8 teams
Lee Schroeder 900 (3rd Indv) Jim Karrer
Tom Shires 899 (4th Indv) Doug Barnell
Paul Berger 894 (6th Indv) Justin Williams
Brenda Jespersen 890 (7th Indv) Jeff Menke
John Langimeier 882 (llth Indv) Jim Bygland
terry Maul 875 KathY Hulse
Marc Bauer 874 Todd Clark
AMERICAN ROYAL
4th out of 19 teams
Lee Shroeder 902 (7th Indv)
Brenda Jespersen 882
John Langemeier 875
Marc Bauer 864
INTERNATIONAL
4th out of 24 teams
Beef lst (Schroeder & Berger
2nd, Bauer & JesPersen 3rd)
Lamb lst (Schroeder 2nd,
Shires & Berger 4th)
Pork 4th (Shires 4th)
Grading 2nd (Maul 5th)
Grading 4th (Schroeder 2nd)
Pork 5th
Lamb 10th
Beef lOth
Grading 4th
(Schroeder 4th, Shires 5th)
Beef 6th
Lamb 3rd (Shires 4th)
Tom Shires
Lee Schroeder
John Langemeier
Brenda Jespersen
895 (5th Indv)
884
880
867
NATIONAL WESTERN 
- 
3rd out of 10 teams
SOUTHWESTERN 
- 
6th out of 6 teams
HOUSTON 
- 
8th and llth out of 15 teams
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL, 1982-83
JR. MTATS JUD$INE TTAM
Front Row (Left to Right) Kent Andersen, hsnfln Leisy, Joyce Beccard, Coach Dwight Loveday; Second Row: Bob
Cameron, Mark Kliewer, Duane Starkey, Kelly Conrad; Third Row: Chris Rhynalds, Kevin Pentz, Kenny Miller; Fourth Row:
Bob Duer, Jack Dye, Jeff Rudolph.
SOUTHWESTERN
3rd out of 1L teams
Grading 3rd
(Miller 1st, Andersen 5th)
Lamb 6th (Miller 5th)
Beef 6th (Rudolph 2nd)
Pork 5th
Grading 6th & 7th (Cameron
Lamb 9th & l0th
(Miller & Starky 4th)
Beef 5th & 6th
(Beccard 3rd, Duer 5th)
Pork 1lth & 14th
(Rhynalds 4th, Duer 5th)
Kenny Miller
Kent Andersen
Brenda Leisy
Jeff Rudolph
Bob Cameron
Eth and
lst) Bob Duer
Jeff Rudolph
Kenny Miller
Kent Andersen
Joyce Beccard
Chris Rhynalds
Duane Starky
943 (4th Indv)
937 (5th Indv)
897
895
861
HOUSTON
l0th out of 14 teams
904 (5th Indv)
891
889
888
873
873
868
Bob Cameron
Mark Kliewer
Brenda Leisy
864
846
837
,l
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Tim Arkfeld
Diane Asmus
Roberta Barr
Rod Beranek
Brian DeBrie
Annette F'ritschen
Lisa Greve
Edgar Hatch
Rhonda Hineline
Tom Huckfeldt
Jim Karrer
Maureen Kaup
Bryan Kinney
Mike Krause
Sharon Kriewald
Scott Langemeier
Jenny Lees
Paul Maly
Jeff Miller
Kit Powell
Ralph Robinson
Willie Scheef
Liz Schipporeit
Craig Uden
Jennifer Uhrig
Spencer Vance
Jan Volk
-*W*
The 1983 Seniors
wish Block & Bridle
Best of Luck
in the future!
: 
:::::::.:
:
::
face a new challenge. . . .
As each one of us takes a new direction,
We look back on the past.
The memories and fun,
the work and success.
Friends 
- 
old and new.
We have struggled and faced many a challenge
But together we have achieved success.
For tomorrow I face a new horizon and new people,
I face a new challenge.
But I will always remember
and cherish the lasting memories that will help
me face my new challenges.
by
U of N BLOCK & BRIDLE ANNUAL, I982-83
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To getSPFhogs..'
No place else on earth are SPF breeding swine produced
with ihe stringent requirements for perforrnance and
quality (as weII as health) that are demanded by the
NEBRASKA accreditation Program.
To be accredited as Nebraska SPF brceding hogs, these
animals must meet all the performance standards sel forth
send coupon or call for latesl monthly list of slock f or sale
by the National Swine lmprovelgnt Federation' And
ttLOrasfa is the 4!y place where SPF swine are produced
under such demanding requirements'
You can be sure of all three 
- 
Health, Performance'
Quality 
- 
when you get Nebraska SPF boars and gilts'
Write for our latest monthly tist of stock for sale'
THERE IS NO PLACE
LIKE NEBRASKA
Nebrosko rrr-
SWIruE ACCREDITING AGENCY
I
I
I
t
I
| ,-t 
""r. 
I would like lo raceive the curr€nt
; 
LJ monrhtV hst of avarlable bre€ding slock
r
r--rrr--l
I NAME
I BT. or ST
CITY
105 Vet Easic Science Bldg. ' Fair Street at East Campus Loop
Lincotn, Nebraska 6858i:t' rXlu4fZ-3el8 i srnre----* zrP*-_.'---_.-- |
l--rrrr-J

